
techniques chosen by the University were "pointless." The extent to
which the Department must accept an institution's specifications as to an
instrument's capabilities remains unclear as a result of some ambiguity in
the Court's opinion.

BOOK REVIEW
Discrimination, ,,'-"!firmative Action, and Equal Opportunity,

\\'. E. Block and M. A. Walker, Editors .... Nancy Kubasek 331

STUDENT MATERIALS
Off-the-Air Educational Videorecording and Fair Use:

An Analysis Ancil G. Ramey 341
This article analyzes the conflict between the fair use doctrine and the
videorecording of copyrighted works for educational uses. It includes a
presentation of .the overall structure of the copyright system and
discusses the genesis and subsequent development of the doctrine of fair
use. The article also provides an examination of the initial judicial ap·
proaches to home videorecording and educational videorecording.
Several proposed legislative solutions are examined as well. The role of
the first amendment and the public interest are interjected into the
analysis to provide an alternative methodology for examining fair use
issues. Finally, proposed solutions are critiqued and an optimal
legislative response to the delicate balancing necessary is suggested.

Conditioning Student Aid on Draft Registration: The
Legislation and Regulations Joan Arbogast Mooney 379
This article discusses the student aid/draft registration amendments, and
presents a theoretical framework for understanding the reasoning behind
this additional punishment for draft resisters. It them poses legal and
political arguments against such punishment.

The Rights of Gay Student Organizations .. William R. Stanley 397
The gay student organizations which have sprung up on the nation's col-
lege campuses in recent years have often met with resistance from college
administrators. This overview of cases which have dealt with conflicts
between gay student groups and college administrators provides the
university attorney, as well as the attorney for such an organization, an
understanding of the first and fourteenth amendment rights of gay stu-
dent groups.

Grounds for Dismissing Tenured Postsecondary
Faculty for Cause Timothy B. Lovain 419
The courts have strengthened the legal protection of tenure in recent
years, although they have consistently affirmed that colleges and univer-
sities may dismiss tenured faculty for adequate cause if proper pro
cedures are followed. The most common grounds for dismissing tenured
faculty have been incompetence, immorality, neglect or duty, and in
subordination, whether specifically enumerated or within rubric of" ade
quate cause". Terminations for insubordination are frequently litigated

,·because··the"clisluissed"professors-nftetY''feet'thaflh'eTf'lerftfifiatlori's"WEffff
actually in retaliation for their exercise of free speech. Although the
courts are alert for evidence of pretextual dismissals, they have also
recognized thaI irresponsible and destructive behavior is not protected by
the first amendment. The judiciary has shown considerable deference to
the expertise of academic administrators in personnel decisions. They
acknowledge that dismissals oftenure postsecondary faculty are within
the competence, as well as the power, of college and university ad
rninistrators .
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UNIVERSITY PATENT POLIC

PHYLLIS S. LACHS*

This paper presents an analysis of problems relating te
patents today, and suggests a policy for the institution whicl
the issued that these problems present. It argues that patent inj
of university research would not unreasonably delay the pul
dissemination of that research, and yet would provide a need,
funding. A model university patent policy, balancing the inti
ventors, universities, the public. and the research.sponsor is

I. RATIONALE

The university should devise a patent policy and assert p
to inventions made by its researchers in order to increase
revenues and to bring the results of scientific inquiry to I
public. Until recently, many universities abstained from dev
institutional patent policy,' or explicitly renounced patenting
to the university's mission.' or adopted a patent policy whi
profit-making in certain fields, such as public health.» Secti.
paper argues that university patent rights should be vigorous,
within the limits of the policy set forth in Section II. An aggres
policy will increase the university's links to the world of con
industry. Issues which confront the academic community as

* College Counsel, Bryn Mawr College; B.A.• 1952, University of
Ph.D., 1963, Bryn Mawr College; J.D., 1982. University of Pennsylvania.

1 Three surveys, WILSON, PATENT ANDCOPYRIGHT POUCII~S IN FORTy-Flv),

UNIVERSITIES (1967), SOCIETY OFTHE UNIVERSITY PATENT ADMINISTRATORS SURVEY a
TY PATENT POLICIES AND PATENT ADMINISTRATION (I977), PATENT AND COPYR1C

seucreo UNIVERSlTIES, (National Association of College and University
ministrators} (197B) all show a markedtrend (developing from the early slxtler
publication) toward the development of an institutional policy and the assen

.",L"A,~~PALMf,;R·i',""UNIVERSITY""RESEARCH""'ANlJ"'PA·I'1!N'!"·POUCIES"·PRAc.:nCES"Ai'i

{1962j (based on ,I survey of 915 institutions).
J For example, at the University of Pennsylvania, until 1966, any dis

might affect public health was not to.be patented for profit. In HlO6, policy w
allow patenting of such inventions with or without profit. L. SCHWARTZ and
T!TRllST ANO REGULATORY ALTERNATIVES, 1175, 5th ed. (1977), University of
Manual of Policies and Procedures (1957); Palmer, Pctents and UniversH}'Resl
AND CONU:MP. PROIJ.Eiao, 691 (1974).



individual and institutional ties to corporate sponsors are addressed in
Section III.

A. PATENTtNG TilE RESULTS OF UNIVERSITY RESEARCH IS COMPATIHLE

II'ITIl TilE UNtVERSIl'Y'S ROLE AS A CENTER OF INVESTIGATION

AND DISSE~IINATtON OF KNOWLEDGE.

UNIVERSITY PATENT POUCY1983-84

the right to file abroad, even where there lUIS been publication of the invention SL

to lh~ United Stales pate~1 application but before foreign filing. (See note 85 an
panymg text on the questton of foreign rights.)

rese~rchhas reached the point where it is ready to proceed wit
appllcatlon. and that protection may require some POStpOI
pUbl~cat~on when the investigations are in a more incipient sts
publlcation need not wait until the Patent Office reviews t'
publication should be delayed until application within or
assured. Un~versity patent management should help individm
reduce the time and effort necessary for filing. In the case of I

faculty who experience any delay in the publication of their
and whose reappointment depends upon evidence of scholarl
[usually shown by publication) the university appointment p
should give consideration to the patent application itself in
stances where manuscript preparations has been postponed.

3. Availability of Patent Rights Should Not DeFlect
the Course of Scientific Inquiry From Its Natural Goal.

. The da.nger (to the academic community and the nation) (
ulll.verslty invesngators from basic research projects to short-t.
WhICh promise Immediate commercial reward is the most seri
ment advanced against patenting university-made discoveries
fear that scientists, lured by the promise of excessive person
which have no place in the academic environment will e
research of little intrinsic interest just to obtain patentable in
ThIS danger can be minimized by a division of patent proceeds
the inventor and the institution which does not allow the inven
fit large enough to take him away from projects of greater intellr
terests. Many university scientists have already opted for the'
(rather than commercial) laboratory because they enjoy the ,
(rather than c~mmercial) freedom which a university offers, and
they value a hfe of scholarly pursuit more than material rewarr
faculty wi!1 always find their research too interesting to compi
for financial profit. In addition to self-enforced intellectual st.
strictly enforced rules on conflict of interest can act as a control.
ty b~havior. Moreover, the risk of committing university persor
facilities to projects of questionable academic merit can be mini
not eli~inated b.y subjecting sponsored research projects to a pee.
commIttee that IS charged with maintaining university standard

. Patent fights alone do not divert research from pure to
SCIence. In an area of shrinking revenues and escalating costs

...~.iti~~.~x~.g~P~!l.ge!l.tfor ...their..existence..on ...extra-mural funding;:,
ment contracts and subsidies, the alternative to private commerd
sorship (to the extent that such governI!1l(.nt money is still availa
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4 The 1952 Patent Act, codified at 35 U.S.C. § 100-293. Riesenfeld. The New Ameri
can Patent Act in IheLight a/Comparative Law, 102 U. PA. L. REV. 291 (1954) discusses the
extent to which the Patent Act is consistent with legislation in other industrial powers as
well as significant differences. especially in compulsory licensing, See infra, note 80.

~ U.S. CONST. art. I, § 8.
- ,,- -. '''''':A:Jfpli'cafio'il"of'Schlilfef;",23'fF:2-a---8a:tlC:'C:P:A-.c-j'951irrcv"d'licla'fhaCa'lnanri'sci~lpT--'-"

submitted for publication does not constitute a reduction to practice of a claimed invention,
but only evidence of prior conception. Application of Borst, 345 F.2d 851 (C.C.P.A. 1965)
held, however, that for purposes of 35 U.S.C. § 102(a). an invention described in an unpub
lished manuscript under government secrecy classification was unpatentable on the
grounds of prior knowledge. Foreign rights cannot be obtained if there has been any dis
closure of an invention prior to filing thepatent application. However, under international
convention. a patent application in the United States will generally preserve for one year

1. Palenting Does Not Prevent the Disclosure
of Research Results.

One argument against the assertion of patent rights by an educa
tional institution is potential conflict between the patent system. which
confers exclusive rights to the manufacture, sale, and use of a discovery
for seventeen years,' and the goals of academic science. Critics claim that
patenting is a restraint on the free dissemination of knowledge, leading to
secrecy in the laboratory and classroom in lieu of collegial exchange and
openness in teaching. The patent system however. as authorized by the
Constitution,' has as its purpose the disclosure of the invention to the
public, and stands in contrast to withholding useful information in
definitely in the form of trade secrets. Patents restrict the use and sale of
the invention, not its disclosure.

2. Patenting Does Not Delay Publication
for More than a Few Months.

A more serious concern to the academic community is that the pro
cess of patenting has the effect of long delay of publishing the results of
research. Full understanding by the faculty of the patenting process
should keep this delay to a minimum. To patent, care must be taken to
avoid disclosure [as by publishing in a scientific or technical journal) lest
the invention be placed in the public domain. In the United States a pa
tent may be obtained if a patent application is filed within one year after
public disclosure or commercial use. Mere submission of an article to a
journal does not constitute public disclosure so as to bar further patent
rights.' Scientists should understand that they may publish when their



4. Patenting Speeds Development, and Brings the University's
Discoveries to the Public in Useful Form More Rapidly.

The Supreme Court enunciated a threefold purpose for the federal
patent system in Kewanee Oil Co. v. Bicron Corp. n: to reward invention;

7 N.Y. Times. Nov. 11, 1976, 40. col. 3.
• See comments by Dr. Jerome D. Wiesner, President of M.l.T. in N.Y. Times, Apr.

20, 1976 12, col t: and by Michael I. Sovern, President of Columbia University, N.Y. Times,
Oct. 4, 1981.59. col t , An extended discussion of the extent of government influence on.
past university programs is Markham, Government Controls and the Legal Environment. in
RAn: AND DIK£C..T10r-; OF INVENTIVEA<""7'VITY: ECONOMICAND SOCIAL FACfORS 589 (1962). See also

.~."~.~"'"..~.""~'~¥.,.•-,~,.."" "~"'~'~'"",""""-Dienner;-Government"'PoJjcies"ReJQting"to~Research~ond'"Patents~~'l3MI;;i\w"&';'eONTEM"';'Pj{OI:I:'"""'"'o-;,"<

320 (1948).
'" The Wall Street Journal of Sept. 3, 1981 reports an increased commitment of re

sources to "basic" research by, inter olio, Exxon, IBM, Intel Corporation, Goodrich, C.M.,
Eastman-Kodak Co., C.E., Monsanto. See also Bouton, "Academic Research and Big Bust
ness: A Delicate Balance," N. Y. Times Magazine. Sept. 11. 1983, § VI, at 62.

I~ Holton, "Science, Technology and the Fourth Discontinuity:' p. 15, reprinted in
ti3 Horvcrd .\lagazine 29 (1981).

II -116 U.S. 470 (1974). The Kewanee Oil Court noted the "ripeness of time" concept

since the mid 1970's been moving from support of "pure" science to
"applied" projects such as energy conservation and the prevention and
cure of specific diseases. In 1976. National Science Foundation acting
director Richard T, Atkinson lamented the change of emphasis in
government-sponsored science programs, charging that basic research at
American universiutes and colleges was being undermined.' Thus, even
government-sponsored research raises the question of influence on the
direction of the university's overall research program," and is not an
issue which can legitimately be attributed to a decision to patent univer
sity inventions.

Concurrent with the shift in government-sponsored research, large
United States corporations as well as foreign business enterprises have
increased their investment in the kind of basic research that such firms
shunned in the past. 9 The National Science Foundation reports that in
1980, basic research accounted for 13.6 percent of the nation's industrial
research and development, the highest proportion in fifteen years. This
change of emphasis in commercial research projects has occurred
precisely at the time that universities have been strengthening their ties
to private industry and have become more interested in assertion of pa
tent rights. Finally, although it is true that at one time academic scien
tists were characterized by their commitment to "pure" rather than "ap
plied" research, professors today are less willing to draw a line between
the two areas. Gerald Holton observed in a keynote address delivered at
the 1980 University of Houston Conference on Psychology and Society,
that scientific research today is most frequently stimulated by "perceiv
ing an area of basic scientific ignorance that seems to be at the heart of a
social problem.""

UNIVERSITY PATENT POUCY1963-64

to promote disclosure and stimulate public practice of the inve:
to assure that ideas in the public domain are free to all. The I
justifications of the patent system are frequently advanced. Ke
row, for example, has argued that a free enterprise economy un.
in reasearch because it is risky, and because it is unrewarded
monopoly rights creates incentives to invent." Against this p
stands an impressive list of inventions which came about beca
instincts of the inventor, by accident, or as a result of Ii
speculation.P In the contemporary world, invention is usually
of intensive research by many individuals working together
laboratories, rather than the result of a "flash of genius" of an
scientist. As Judge Frank expressed it in a forward looking t
opinion in Picard v. United Aircraft Corp." "We may not need
rewards to inventors .... The patent laws are no more respr
great inventions than are copyright laws for great poems." B
still room, Judge Frank wrote, for patent reward to encourage i,
risk large sums in new ideas.

Most inventions require extensive capital investment b
become socially useful or commercially available. This paper,
today. the principal justification for the patent system has sl
reward to the inventor to protection for the developers. Co
recently recognized the importance of patent rights as an incei
vestment in development by enacting legislation15 which all
businesses and universities to own patents made as a
governrnent-funded contracts. Criticized on the grounds thai
and universities should not derive benefits from research
public taxes.!" the declared intention of the Act is to remedy
ailures in United States productivity and the nation's cornpetit
technological advance." Following an exhanstive study of the
tent rights as incentives to development,'" the explicit legis

of invention: "{Itl Watson ... had not discovered the structure of DNA, it
Linus Pauling would have made the discovery soon" at 479.

12 Arrow, Economic Welfare and the Allocction of Resources for love
RATE AND DtREcrION OF INVENTIVE ACIlVITY, supra note 8. at 619·24.

ra F. VAUGHAN, THE UNITED STATES PATENT SYSTEM LEGAL AND ECONOMI(

AMERICAN PATENTHISTOHY 3-13 (1956).
1'1 128 F.2d 632 (2d Cir. 1942), cert. denied, 317 U.S. 651.
IS Pub. 1. No. 96·517, ThePatenl and Trademark Amendments of198

"...w,,",,,o.",,~,.,..,.o.~.~ is-For-exam ple_;"lhe.Hon."Jack_Brooks.argued..thaUhe,.A~I,~v:.i.QJ.aJ~u~,J!..Q.<:l-§J
tho contract between the citizens of the country find their government. Ass
rights to inventions made in research paid for by public taxes is a give-away ol

to the people. H.R. REi'. No. 1307, p. 29.
17 S. REP. No. 96·480, setting forth the purposes of the amendments.
1II Government Patent Polley Study for the Federal Council for Science

logy, 4 vols. [Harbridge House, Boston, Mass., 1968), ~nown popularlyas tl
House" Report. The study concluded that permitted universities to retain e)
to patents from government contracts would more effectively promote utll
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following circumstances: (1) where the Invention is not directly applicable to commercial
use and (2) where the invention is commercially oriented but requires substantial private
development. or applies to a small market. or its market potential alone is not sufficient to
bring about utilization. McCaffrey, Patent Policy in Federal Government Contracts and
Grunts, 1 J. Ccu.. & U. L. 230 (1974J describes the conditions that the "Harbridge House" ........ _N. I

I~ REP. No. 96-480. p. lB.
III Patents are Ethical, 77 SOENCE 324·25 (March, 1933).
21 Dienner. supra note 8 at 328·30; Prager and Omena. Research, Innovation, and

University-Industry Linkages. 207 SCIENCE 379 (1980).
uSee N.S.F. statistics reported in the N.Y. Times for 1979: 2: January 9 III 1, col. 4;

March § 12:2;11 March § IV 7:2; 18 April 21:4; 24 April 18:1 {all documenting drop in
federal support to university scientific research}.

lJ Bok. Business and the Academy, 83 HAR\'. MAC 23, at 26 [May-june 19tH].

pose is to promoIe development and utilization of inventions for produc
tive purposes. Prior to the Act, the government had a poor record in the
utilization of patents on a non-exclusive licensing basis. Less than four
percent of the 28,000 patents held by the federal government were
developed. " Without commercial development, a large number of the
scientific advances that are now in practical application and use in our
daily lives would have remained in books, or known only to a small
number of investigators. As Yandall Henderson of Yale University ex
pressed it, "It is properly the business of the creative scholar to see to it
that, if possible, his ideas serve mankind in his own generation."20

B. PATENTING INVENTIONS PROVIDES A NEEDED SOURCE 01'

REVE!\UE, PREFERABLE TO DEPENDENCE ON GOVERNMENT SUBISDY.

1. Government Support is Inadequate, and Leads to Excessive
Regulatory Controls.

Following World War II, the federal government's rapid expansion
of support for academic science led many universities to neglect private
sources of funds and become increasingly dependent on subsidy from
Washington." By the middle 1970's, it was clear that dependence on
government funding was short-sighted, because monies for universities
declined rapidly in the face of other perceived national priorities." At
the same time that the government was reducing its support, the cost of
scientific research escalated rapidly. As Derek Bok, President of Harvard
University, wrote in his 1981 report, the cost of equipping a science
laboratory has increased much more steeply than the cost of living, while
the government has reduced its support for such purposes by more than
eighty percent since 1967. As a result, the quality of instruments and
facilities in American universities has fallen below the level of laboratory
equipment in Germany and Japan. The current estimated shortfall in
university science equipment alone exceeds $300 million." Today, the
National Science Foundation views the alarming obsolescence of

UNIVERSITY PATENT POUCY

24 Branscomb, National Science Budgets: Fiscal Years 1981, 1982 am

~S!~,~\&"§}~,j.~.~Y",W~,},):",,_.,,__ .,, -'"-;'''.---'-'-,.. '-.''-"".:'.--'--~-,,',"""' ...",._",-..,.,.. """,.",.,,,,:,,---,.,--,,,,,-/-,,.,,:,:,
, 25 L n Federal RegulatlOll und JnstJtutlOnal Autonomy. A UJlJVCJsiyma ,J' A

View, BUREAUCRATS AND BRAINPOWER: GOVERNMENT REGULATlQNOF UNIVERSITIES "I

ed. 1979). .. I

.26 Sproull, Federal Regulation and the Natural Sciences. 111 SEABURY sUJ

77. n N.Y. Times, Gel. 19, 1979. 52:3, col. 3, May 9,1979 §.11, ~ col. 2; Fe

u. 2, col. 1. The most recent "float" disclosures raised ne~ obJ.e~tlOns ~rom s
it i . I dl'IIB Harvard about aovernruent audits of universities which, th

51 res. IUC u ,D f
claim. fail to take into account the complex and decentralized structures o L

research equipment in university laboratories as an acceleratin

crisis.s!
Government subsidies to universities, to the extent that th

available are accompanied by a plethora of regulations which
sive to implement and lead 10 duplicative efforts. Richard Lyr
dent of Stanford University. reflecting on the Impact of feder~
at his institution, with particular attention to the ragulations I

Stanford's medical school in return for federal funds '. wroi
university "ought to try, once in a while to look a gl!t hr
mouth.... [T]he closer the federalliovernment gets 10 direct
the core of our activities, the greater the danger that we shall
escapably dependent upon that support, in which .case our,
fight back when the regulatory going gets rough will be nun:

One of the difficulties accompanying federal subsidy and
Richard Sproull, President of the University of Rochester, has
is intrusion into the control of investigative reseach. The pro
tensified by the fact that the work of the principal Investigs
usually supported by more than one government agency,
cases by as many as five or six. As federal funds decrease (I
constant dollars) and as the number of able and hungry inves
creases, basic research becomes increasingly directed by feder
managers. Resulting tension between the government and the I

in mailers such as pooled costs and accounting methods .11
ploitation of university resources." In 1979-1982, accountin
between federal auditors and colleges amounted to over $21
Richard J. McGowan, spokesman for the Inspector General of
ment of Health and Human Services, explained that the gover
trying to recover interest earned on funds that schools deposit:

before disbursing."
Bok of Harvard sees other disadvantages. In addition to

and cumbersome regulations, government subsidies impose
on universities, depriving them of freedom to innovate. C
regulations with elaborate reporting procedures incur high u
costs, which (unlike expenses in the privale sector) cann~t
along to consumers. Many scientists today prefer to obtain
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UNtVERSITY PATENT POLICY

II. POLICY

An effective patent policy requires the balancing of c~r
potentially conflicting equities: (1) the inventor; (2) the .un"
the general public; (4) the sponsor of research; .a~d occasional
developer of inventions, although frequently this IS the same p
sponsor. The wide variety of American colleges and umversi
large state institutions to small private colleges, affects the br
ture and the details of individual institutional policies. The
policy objectives should be applicahle to all.

A. THE UNtVERStTY SHOULD CONSTRUE THE SCOPE OI
PATENTABLE SUBJECT MATTER STRICTLY.

1. The university should not act to patent inventions in
that are ambiguous under current Jaw.

Patent law excludes some subjects from patentabilityvThe
ed categories are theories, methods, plans of action, and dis'
laws of nature. On the other hand, the Patent Act expressly.
patenting of a new and useful "process."" .The ~racllcal dIS!:
tween what is patentable and what IS not IS a difficult one,
given the courts trouhle in the past. "The line between a patee
cess' and an unpatentable 'principle' is not always clear. Bot
ceptions of the mind, seen only by [their) effect ,,:1
performed.'''34 the inherent difficulty in decidi~g when an 1I

patentable and when it is not reveals the tension bet,:,,~en
would extend patentability when the law does not spacificall
and those who would restrict patentability to what IS S

authorized by Congress.
In Parker v. Flook" the Supreme Court, in a five to for

denied a patent to an alarm device whose novelty depen.
,",,~,"","_~e-,-""-.,~;',~~"'-'_"'"'~""_~'~'~""_'--""~""-~-~"~"'~'_~~""'--~"'''-''''-~'-"''-''-'-''''"-''-~--~-~'-''''''",,~.-~..~..-.¥~,~,"-~",~~~~_ .. ,.

31 Broad, Fraud and the Structure of Science, 212 SCIENCE 137 (Aprtl tr

J3 35 U.S.C. § 101. .
H Parker v, Flook, 437 Ll.S. ,584,589 (1978). Justice Stevens was qucttnr

Proctor, 102 U.S. 707, 728 (18BO). .
J5 A strong criticism of Flook. suggesting that itscautionary ~~proach.ll

portance of utility. is given by Dunner and Lipsey, The Pnrentchlhty of Llfl
Technologies and Ower Flocks of Ncture, 7 .ApLA Q.J. 190 (1979).

($1,000,000) and at Boston University ($1,000,000). Robert
former Dean of Harvard Medical School, attributes these develo
a "spirit of intense, often fierce competition ... intense p
publish, not only to obtain research grant renewals but I~ order
for promotion."" Competition, as much as collegiality. IS a fae
the laboratories. The patent process should not be made the sca
aberrant academic behavior.
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funding which offers support with less control than they have experienc
ed under government grants."

2. Government subsidy does not promote academic collegiality and free
pursuit of knowledge in a better way than commerical sponsorship.

A frequently voiced objection to university patenting of research is
that it leads to rivalry among faculty, with secrecy and distrust replacing
open exchange of scientific information." The alternatives may be as bad
or worse. To the extent that scientists are competing for inadequate fund
ing, rivalry will exist in the laboratories. To the extent that individual
scientists are seeking recognition for their achievements, there will be
secrecy surrounding the progress of research. James Watson has given a
vivid picture of the secrecy and intense rivalry hetween scientific teams
in the investigations that led to the discovery of the double helix, in
which rights to patents were not in issue.w

Nor is reliance on government subsidy (assuming, arguendo, that
such money will be available for the support of university science) a
guarantee of greater honesty and integrity in the drafting of research
grant proposals or the supervision of contract performance." Examples
of the unfortunate results of cutthroat competition to obtain shrinking
federal dollars abound. In 1981 alone, fraudulent reporting of research
results which had been supported by federalTunds were exposed at
Massachusetts General Hospital ($750,000), at Yale University

1I Bck. The Federal Covernment and the University. 58 PUB. INTEREST 80 (19aO}. Bok's
view is su pported by Richard B. Morse's article, describing bureaucratic entanglements and
controls imposed by the federal government on colleges and universities. N. Y. Times. Dec.
19. § J. at 14, col. 3.

~g The AAAS Report on Patents raised this objection La university patenting, but con:
eluded nevertheless that the benefits from patents outweighed the disadvantages. See
Palmer supra note 3, at 682.

:111 J. W.1I.T.'>O=", Tur DOL.;!JLf:: HELlX: A PERSONAL ACCOUNT OF THE DI$COVERY OF THE STRUC·

TL"k£m' D!\'A (1!1S0J; see else H. }UUSOI", THE EICllTH DAY OFCREATION {1979), F. PORTUGAL and
J. CUHEl\., A CE:\Tt.:kY OF D!\A (HJ7liJ for a story of secrecy, competitive haste, reluctance to
share findings with fellow investigators (including personal animosities against women
scientists}.

H 10 19B2 Stanford University scientist Leonard Hayflick settled a suit against the
government in response to charges which came close to ruining his scientific career. Hay- ,

,..,...~~~,, ._,~., ,__"~",",,,_,>,~~,~.~~~,.~:~o:\:7;~·ii:l~I::~_~I~~:~1:~~;~~f.,l~;itll~~~;_~~\~~:_l~e~:::~.~~~_~~:";;vdell~~:~~sae~::~_~~~l~:~,~~,__,·,~~,,~",~,, __,·t,·~ __
cines used in treaternent and research on humnus and animals. He was a leading candidate I
to become head of the National Institute of Aging, when he became the target of Investlga- ;
lions directed by James \\'. Schriver, the head of the National Institutes of Health. Attendant '
bad publicity cost Hayfltck his government job and he resigned from his Stanford professor
ship. After some time spent living on unemployment relief. he obtained a tenured position
at the University of Florida. Several distinguished scientists have signed a public protest
lamentrng the neal' destruction of ail outstanding scientific career, and condemning the Pl"O-

·'''-'·'-Id .. which allow-release of unsubstantiated charges. N.Y. Times, Jan. 1~, 19H2
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2. All research and patenting in the field of biogenetic en
should be governed by federal safety guideJines, whether

by law or not.

When the Chakrabarty Court held that there was no fu

1983·84

Rohm and Haas Co." held thaI congressional intent in 35 U.S,
and (d) was to expand significantly the ability of patentees
their rights against contributory infringement. SimultaneousI}
v. Diehr" and Diamond v. Bradley" resolved a decade of can
the patentability of computer software programs by a reversal (
in favor of patentahility. As a result, the Patent and Traden
began formulating new guidelines to determine which categor
puter programs inventions are patentable.v

, In an era of developing technologies in several fields, the
will inevitably be faced with instances in which the patental
invention or discovery lies in an ambiguous area. Given t
stance of the Supreme Court, the university should not initiate
to extend monopoly rights over intellectual property that may
belong to mankind. On a philosophical level, such a positioi
with the university's primary role as a center of teaching an
Since patents are granted only pursuant to express statutory
lion, it is sound legal doctrine to exercise restraint in the pate
limiting activity to subjecls and classes specifically enurner,
statute, or on which the courts have spoken with finality." (
practical level, this approach may save the institution time a:
in defending patent rights that should never have been exerc
decision as to whether to proceed with the patenting process 0

because of questionable suhject matter shall rest with the Pate
tee of the university.

,
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algorithm which updated the alarm limits so as to respond to changes in
temperature. pressure, and similar variables, hecause all that was new
was the mathematical formula. The majority reasoned that they had a
duty to construe the patent statutes cautiously when asked to extend
rights into areas wholly unforeseen by Congress. The Court relied on
Justice White's opinion in Deepsouth Packing Co. v. Laitram Corp.:'"
"We would require a clear and certain signal from Congress before ap
proving the position ... that the heachhead of privilege is wider, and the
area of public use narrower, than courts had previously thought." Flook,
decided in 1978, rested on Gottschalk v. Benson," in which Justice
Douglas wrote that a mathematical expression for converting hinary
coded decimals into pure binary numerals for use with digital computers
was not a "process" within the meaning of 100(h). Douglas, as if an·
ticipating criticism of the Court's interpretation, wrote: "It is said we
freeze patents to old technologies, leaving no room for the revelations of
the new, onrushing technology. Such is not our purpose. "" In
retrospect, Flook now appears to be the latest in a line of cases going hack
to Graham et oJ. v. John Deere Co." in which the Court interpreted 35
U.S.C. § 103'0 to mean that the new test of "nonobviousness" did not
lower the standard of inventiveness (e.g., the "flash of genius" standard)
first enunciated in Hotchkiss v. Greenwood in 1850,41

While the Graham, Deepsouth, and Flook line of cases expressed
this nation's historic antipathy to monopolies by construing the patent
laws narrowly, since 1978 the Court has been moving in the opposite
direction. In 1980, the Court again divided five to four in Diamond v.
Chakrabarty" in upholding the patentability of some bacteria of the
genus Pseudonomus produced by genetic engineering. Rejecting the dic-
tum in Flook that patents should not issue in areas unforseen by Con-
gress, Chief Justice Burger's majority opinion read the patent laws broad-
Iy, reasoning that the statutory language "process" and "manufacture" !
should he understood to include life forms, since Congress did not i
specifically bar such patents. Chakrabarty presents the current trend of .. 448 U.S. 176 (1980).

the Court. In other developments, Aronson v. Quick Point Pencil Co." I .. 450 U,S. 175 (1981).

restricted the reach of the federal patent laws to keep them trorn preempt- .. 450 U.S, 381 [per curiam) (1981).

ing state contract law in the protecton of royalty rights of a putative in- I 41 Moskowitz, The Patentability ofSoftware Related Inventions after OJ
ley, 63 J. PAT. OFF. SOC·Y. 222 (1981).

vention, even after the patent was held invalid. Dawson Chemical Co. v. 48 A. DeUar, DELLER'S WALKER ON PATENTS § 14 at 100 (2d ed. 1964). "[T]

---------------------'-..-,._..-''..-..-w,_-.-''-''-,.,_-....-,..,~-.,.,.-.-"----,-,,-''''~-,,-..,--.~~ ••~---\§r.E~§~~;~~~~;
I clueing Vitamin D with ultra-violet rays. Steenbock's patent produced $7,OC

enues for WARF. In action for infringement, the court ruled that the patent w

I
cause ultra-violet rays are like the sun and the sun's energy cannot be pater
Technologists v. Wisconisn Alumni Research Found. 146 F.2d 941 (9th Cir. H

I
is of additional interest because it discusses the idea of invalidation of exclu:
the sake of the public good. The process had been kept from manufacturer
garine, whose customers are less affluent than the customers of butter, and 1

ahlv npl'rh..d mom Vitamin n than butter consumers.

·>·.··.,o·~.',·~,~.';,,'",·,.'""',~,·_··.~e_,··.~'.'~o"-"'-'.'·-1'''-40tr'U·:$':'-S'l·8'''(1·972)-:.'_."""~".'.~"..,~.',,,"- ...

31 409 U.S. 63 (1972).
31 Gottschalk v. Benson, at 71.
.I .. 383 U.S. 1 (1966) (a spring clamp for plows and a liquid dispenser held "obvious"

in relation to the prior art).
40 Added to 35 U.S.C. by the Patent Act of 1952.
41 11 How. 247.

i2 447 U.S. 303 (1980). A view of the change of direction effected by Chakrabarty is
given in The Supreme Court, 1979 Term, 94 HARV. 1. REV. 261 (1980).

H !'I.HI" c: '1<;711Q7Ql

/
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$~-'_·~~"~''';.;d~ 1;'8,;,u('c·.~(:.P':'A. 1°9~g). 'i:h';-id~";-~~f;~i~i-y'-a~'a'co-;-p-~~;e'lli"of,

in dictum in Funk Bros. Seed Co. v. Kala Inoculant Co., 333 U.S. 127 (1941
&5 Similar legislation for inventions made on other government contra

sated by Rep. Allen E. Ertel (D. Pa.) and Sen. Harrison Schmitt. lR. N.~.) l:
hills received support from George Keyworth. Director of the Office of Selene
logy. See Chemical un.! Engineering News, Oct. 19, 1981: at ~4f. The ~easurl
by Hyman G. Rickover who suggested, i~ l.ieu ~f tl~tr legislation as wrttten. «

tent rights at public sale through competitive bidding.
Sl> 43 Fed. Reg 33.042; 33.0B7; 33,126 (1978).

over, the control of science for purposes of safety is not pro:
responsibility of patent law. As articulated in In re A~thony,,,
sideration of safety is one element of the concept of utility ..For
a compound that is unsafe for use because of extreme toxictty v
be "useful" within the meaning of § 101. The presence of some,
a degree of risk, however, does not exclude the subject from pat,
under § 101. Federal regulatory agencies such as the Food and
ministration, not the Patent Office, have responsihiiity for the
products in the marketplace. . '

The second argument against the patentmg of hfe forn
patents in the field of genetic e~gineering repr~sent .the p:
propriation of a public resource. BlOgenellc a~d bIOmedIcal re
opposed to other scientific inquiry has heen fl.nanced almost e
government funds, beginning with the Public Health Servlc
1944, and continuing through the support of the National In
Health and the National Science Foundation. The pubhc shouli
to buy back what it has already paid for, simply because privat
have taken the last steps in bringing the fundamental work to tI
obtaining patent rights. This argument, unlike the argument OJ

of hazards, does not address itself specifically to the patent
forms. It applies equally to other products of biological and t
research [e.g., new processes of manufacturing insulin, and tI
tion of new vaccines). The response to the public funds argurr
Congress has recently chosen to entrust patent rights in invent
on government contracts to universities and small bU~lness~sl
Iy because Congress determined that, without such incentive
ment lags and the results of scientific inquiry do not becon

useful."
In recognition of the fact that genetic research presents

the general environment and to specific strains of plant and E

N.I.H. guidelines have been written to impose safety measi
recombinant DNA research which is supported by government
The university should observe these guidelines in a11 its I

genetic engineering, whether or not supported by the go~erm
a precaution contributes to the general safety of the. umvers
community at large. The self-imposed restramt Will not b
limitation on freedom of action. The N.I.H. and the Departmm
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distinction between living and non-living malter with respect to patent
law, the patenting of various new life forms became possible (provided
the genes had been modified). At the same time, however, the Court in
vited Congress to review the decision with specific reference to a possible
amendment to 35 U.S.C. § 101 "so as to exclude from patent protection

. organisms prodcued by genetic engineering. "50 The opinion recalls that
Congress has, in the past, determined that changes in the patent law are
desirable as a means of regulating research and development. For exam
ple. in 1976 Congress exempted from patent" protection inventions
"useful soley in the utilization of special nuclear material or atomic
energy in anatomic weapon. "51 At this writing, since Congress has not
acted to exclude biogenetic engineering discoveries from the patent
system, the university should proceed to patent in this area. Gene
splilting techniques yield products such an interferon with great poten
tial as a remedy for certain virus disease and treatment for cancer.s-

Two arguments which do not rely on statutory interpretation are
made for eliminating new forms of living matter from the patent
process." The first is that it is too hazardous. The organization of carbon
into living organisms is qualitatively different from organizing elements
into chemical compounds. Organisms, unlike compounds, reproduce
themselves. Therefore, any mistake, or danger, that results from ex
perimental research runs the risk of being difficult or impossible to
remove from the environment. The counter-argument is that even if Con
gress acts to eliminate new genetic material from patentable subject mat
ter, university and industrial research can and will continue in this field
of science. Thus, while the denial of patentability will not prevent
hazard, it will curtail investment and commercial development. More-

~u Chnkrubcrtj-. 447 U.S. at 318. An argument that patentability of life forms should
be settled by statute is given in The Patentability of Living Organisms under 35 U.S.C. S
101: In He Berg}'. 91 HARV. L. REV. 1357 {197B}. Two articles by Behringer (Germ Warfare in
the Patent Courts. 31 HASTll'oiGS L. J. B03 /1980] and Microorganism Patents. 63 J. PAT. OFF.
Soc)' 12811Y81]j take the position that Chakrabarty was correctly decided. i.e., there is no
legal significance between dead and living compounds.

~1 42 U.S.C. § 21B1(aJ (1976).
52 Interferon. first isolated in 1957, is now produced by new techniques devised by

Dr. Charles Weismann, Professor of Molecular Biology at the University of Zurich, and Dr.
Walter Gilbert of Harvard. Patent rights are held by Biogen. B.A. of Geneva, Switzerland
and Cambridge, Massachusetts and the Schering-Plough Corporation, the world-wide
licensee.

''''-0'<,-.,c~~~w;-~'''"''-"0'~"~"'"'"'"''·~''-''··'s'l"'Ta~iitrndeti'tea-fo'ProTessorJoiiafnoitJ<Ing";"Ocpa'rtmcnCorn'fology"~ar'M'assacKus'e[fs'"";''"~~'"~'"~'~'~"'-'-~''"'"'''

Institute of Technology, fur sharing two unpublished papers with me: Against Patenting
Modified Life Forms (1980J (sponsored by the American Society for Microbiology in coop
eration with the Committee on Science and Technology, U.S. House of Representatives) and
Protection of Publicly Funded. Publicly Available University Biomedical Research is Essen
tial to the Nation's Health {191BJ (Testimony presented to the Subcommittee on Investiga
tions and Oversight, Committee on Science and Technology]. The arguments discussed in
the body of the paper are derived in large part from these two papers, although my conclu
sions are different frum Dr. King's.
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relations, the patent system is being used to effectuate a part
transfer the products of university research to the public'.

On a practical level, it could be argued that the 1980 Act p:
many obstacles and difficulties to make assertion ofuniver
worthwhile. However, an analysis of the potential difficulties
by the new Act leads to the conclusion that they are outweig:
benefits. First. the Act requires that university contractors disc!
tially patentable inventions to the funding agency "within a
time after it [the invention] is made. "61 From the institution
view, the difficulty is that the university patent committee
management firm may not become aware of an invention as Sl

made. This clause of the Act requires that the university est
cient reporting procedures so that disclosure by the inventor
propriate university office take place promptly in order to co
the reporting requirements of the Act. Some concern that thr
requirements will generate too much paperwork by investigat
stitutions has been met with a disclaimer by Charles Lowe, ar
N.I.H .. who assured concerned academic groups that paperwc
proliferate and that "not every new cell need by reported. "61

Temporary draft regulations issued in the summer of 1981
individual funding agencies to insert an additional clause in t.
requiring universities to notify the agency of an invention at
months before a manuscript was submitted for publication OI

made available to the l'ublic. 63 The optional requirement was i
the regulations at the insistence of the Departments of E
Defense.]ames Denny. assistant general counsel for patents at
Department and chairman of the inter-agency committee tha
the draft regulations, claimed that even oral presentation at a
constitutes public disclosure sufficient to bar foreign patent r

Vociferous objections to the reqnirement by several u
organizations such as the American Council on Education, the
Graduate Schools and the American Association of Universiti
Research Council" led to a modification in the new regulalio:
ed in February 1982." The present requirement is notifica
agency within two months after the inventor discloses the ir
the contractor. The disclosure must identify any publicatu

1983,84t
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and Human Services have simplified the rules by reducing Ihe number of
prohibited activities and eliminating the N.l.H. review requirements for
certain kinds of experiments. 57 The new rules entrust certain decisions
on genetic research to Jocal "bio-safety" committees at the institutions
proposing the research. The university's bio-safety committee should be
distinct in membership from its Patent Committee.

THE UNiVERSITY'S ASSERTION OF RIGHTS TO TITLE IN INVENTtONS WILL

DEPEND ON SOURCE OF FUNDING AND OTHER SUBJECT MKITER.

1. The university should assert title to government sponsored research.

Until 1981, patents resulting from research funded by the govern
ment belonged to the government, and the government's policy was to
license on a royalty-free, non-exclusive basis. The conceptual arguments
in favor of this arrangement include: (1) the government should not be in
a position to play favorites with private interests; (2) unfairness results
from charging users for publicly held information; (3) the government
should not be in a position to compete with private parties." After many
years of public debate on means to increase the utilization of the results
of government-funded research, the Patent and Trademark Amendments
of 1980 58 provided universities and small businesses the right of first
refusal to title in inventions made in performance of government grants
and contracts. The Act takes precedence over approximately twenty-six
conflicting statutory and administrative policies that came into force
following World War II.

The university. of course. is not required to assert its right to title for
such inventions. Theoretically, the argument that what the people have
paid for belongs to the people could operate to inhibit the assertion of
these rights. The university should. however, assert title to and license
its inventions made with government funds so that the congressional
purpose of fostering the development of United States industry will be
furthered." For the first time in the history of government-university

~7 46 Fed. Reg 59,734 (19131); N.Y. Times, Feb. 9,1982 § Ill, 1. I
~a SCt\\\ARTZ A:\D FLYI'N supra note 3, at 1211. These positions are developed by

K:eeger, ~ht' COJ~lr~j of Patent Hights He,sulting frOt.ll Federal,Research: 12 LAW AND CON-
Tl::MPORAR\ PROBLEMS 714 {1!:l-l7) and Leontief. On Assignment oj Patent Rlghfs on lnvenlions

··"'·~"'-·"···~··'·····-"·'·""······d-····'"···'·~·"··._...•..."..~.."••, ..••....~._"".• "•.•~._"~..•....~.._.··_·_······-~·"I""··_···'" ",.,."'"...~ .
,,\:10 e Under Ccvernment Research Contracts, 77 Hxev. L. RE\'. 492 (1964J. 61 35 U.S.C. 9 202 (cHI).

~~ .~U)'~17: An Act to Amend the Patent and Trademark Laws, chapter 38. §§ 200 Il', • 6l 213 Science 1234 (September HUn).
An explication of the new law's principal changes is in Smith, Uniform Patent Legislation. I u a.M.B. Bulletin 81-22 (1 July 1981).
E:.I J. CULL. & U.L. 1 (19tH]. Prior to 19B1, some "title" agencies always retained title to in- (;4 213 Science.

~entions; o.ther~. ~rall(e~ blanket waive:.s allowing title to vest i~ ~h~, contract~r; others I us In letters to the Office of Federal Procurement Policy from Sheld.
iil~O\'V.t:d uruversmes which could prove technology transfer capahility to take title by In- General Council. A.C.£. (August, 19B1); Harold Bremer, Patent Counsel, VI
stitutlunul Patent Agreements IIPAs) which themselves varied widely among agencies who HUn; McCartney, President of SUPA; {August, 19Snand Willard Marcy, of R

used them. . dation {August. 19B1}.
100 J5 U.S.C. § ;WO (Supplementary Pamphlet 1955 to 1!1I32]. su a.M.B. Circular A.124.
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public use of the invention. and state whether any manuscript describing
the invention has been submitted for publicatiun. Where there has been
submission for publication, prompt additional notification is required if
the manuscript is accepted for publication." The new regulations, while
an improvement over the old requirement of pre-notification before sub
mission, now impose a second notification requirement on contractors
and an additional responsibility of communication with inventors who
are awaiting notice of action on submitted manuscripts. The new regula
tions simply side-step the question of loss of foreign patent rights. 68 If the
university does wish to protect foreign rights, caution would dictate fil
ing of the patent application before any manuscript is submitted for
publication.

A third potential difficulty under the new Act conerns the march-in
rights rights retained by the funding agency. 69 As in the past, the govern
ment reserves the right to require contractors to grant licenses to third
parties on reasonable terms where it has been determined that the con
tractor has not taken effective steps to promote its utilization. The present
Act's march-in rights are different in two respects. Prior law allowed an
agency to march in if a contractor has done nothing to utilize an inven
tion within three years. Now there is no time limit in the Act or in the
regulations. The second difference is that prior march-in rights did not
consider field of use, so that a contractor who had granted a license in one
field of use might or might not experience march-in rights in another
field.'" 'Now, the regulations explicitly consider each field of use
separately. As before. they may be exercised for reasons of health, safety.
or public need. Additionally. under the new Act, they may be exercised
wben there has been failure to comply with the section giving preference
to United States industry."

The difficulty with the new march-in rules is that they may diminish
the potential value of the patent to investors. because they merely specify
a march-in after a "reasonable time. "n The need of an explicit time limit
has been urged by many university patent attorneys, patent management
firms, and by Peter Barton Hutt, former general counsel for the Food and
Drug Administration."> Whi le the new legislation imposes reporting
burdens on universities that are internal (communications with inven-

bl Id. at Attachment A, LII).

;~~"~e"_""~"'~"';'""~,.-e,.~~~"",~",~,,,.;.,,~.,_~. 'w.'_.~~~.J~L..f!..LL{]1..L!]JEt!.:'W~..,2!!.JJ.b)1!t~U21~,.9.!2-~}.~~c..~~,~!!~.?_(;i2!'-,~~~.E:~}te"~.~.!}~~.",~.r.l~.~~~~.~",~~'!~~~~" V~A" ~_
l'nued States in the invention "thruughoutthe world." Foreign rights are all unsettled area
in the law. See, Page, Ccnunenrurfu: Ccrtctn HcJoliulIslJip:-:i bctween Situctious Tukillg Place
Jn lht: Unikd Slole:. und Highl:i lu Puterus in (Jllwr Ccnrunes. 54 J, PAT, OFF. SOC. l7U
(197:!1 on unanswered questions cunceruiug fureigu rights.

b~ :15 LJ.S.c. S :w:!.
JU Smith, supru note 59. at 37-41.
'I J:':il'.S.C.~Lll-l.

71 O.!\1.H. Circular :\-l:!-I, j.{J).

" :!l:i:->t-j,'Il,:t' I:!J4-5.

I
I

tors) and external (filing notices with the funding agency), a
answered questions such as protection of foreign patent right
time within which march-in rights will be exercised, these prt
not constitute sufficient reason for the university to disclaim I
patent inventions made on government-funded research.

2. In commercially-sponsored research, rights to inventions
governed by a contract between the sponsor and the univers

without the establishment of 0 seporate research founda

The contract between a commercial sponsor and a universi
Iy always provides that the sponsor acquires patent rights to i
that result. These rights may be in the form of title or exclusn
As universities come to be more dependent on funds from the p
tor in the face of declining government support, it is essenti
stitutions retain their traditions of self-governance and
freedom.

Currently, two basic patterns are emerging in the arrangi
tween education institutions and industrial sponsorship. (
familiar pattern of direct support to the university, governed
tract providing for scientific investigation carried on at the un
faculty. The other is a "research Institute" organizationally di
the university, concluding its own arrangements with outsid
and sharing in the investment and financial rewards of the I
cess.r- An early outstanding example of the research institut
the Wisconsin Alumni Research Foundation [WARF), esta
1925 by a group of alumni who were outraged at the universi:
of a gift of "tainted" money from the General Education Boan
by John D. Rockefeller. Since its- founding, WARF has e
distribnted to the university about $100,000,000 from royalties
valuable patents. Other financially successful research found,
made money from patents for the universities of Indiana and F
more recent example of such an arrangement is Washington
Technology Associates (WUTA) in St. Louis, an off-campus j
uses Washington University faculty members for research
sulting, has the university treasurer as its chairman, and the
dean as president. WUTA functions as a research and develop
sharing patent revenues with sponsors.r-

Despite the financial success that some research institul

7i Lepkowski. Hesecrch Universittes Face New Fiscal Realities. Chen
gineering News (Nov. 23 1981), pp. 23ff.

75 Omenn. Unlverslty-lndustrlal Research Linkages: Arrangements Bet
Members and Their Universities (unpublished paper presented at AAAS Syrup
pacts of Commercial Genetic Engineering on Universities and Non-Profit
Washington D.C.. January 1982). -

Jb Lepkowski, supru note 74.
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Rutgers University was able to convince Merck to manufactur
on a unrestricted basis, while the patent rights remained with

United States patent law does not provide for compulsory
and it would be unrealistic to expect all inventors to be as self!
and Waksman. Justice Douglas' dissent in Special Equipm
Coe 8 0 expresses a common fear: "Take the case of an in'
discovery which unlocks the doors of science and reveals the'
dread disease. Is it possible that a patentee could be permitt
press that invention for seventeen years ... and withhold frorr
the benefits of the cure?"'l Therefore, to prevent either the e:
of inventions in these fields for private profit or the suppressi
tent without development, the university should take title to
tion. The university's purpose in doing so should be (1)
development and delivery to the public as rapidly as possible;
use university resources to ensure quality control of the new

In order to implement its assertion to patent title, the
should include a patent rights clause in employment cant
faculty. Absent such an agreement, the university would h,
shopright in the patent, that is, a free and indefeasible license
invention in the course of the university's regular program c
and research. The only exception would be where the
employer could show beyond question that the employment,
specific purpose of making the invention. An invention il
general employment cannot be claimed." It is highly doubtful.

there are strong arguments favoring the University's direct contractual
relationship with outside sponsors, rather than the indirect relationship
possible through a separately established institute. Management of an in
stitute would be, in part, in the hands of non-faculty professionals. This
separation makes possible the implementation of policies with which the
university faculty do not agree. If, an the other hand, faculty themselves
becomes involved in the running of the institute, time away from campus
laboratories increases and peer review of research may diminish. Yale
University, which does not have a separately organized research in
stitute, announced in 1982 a three year, $1,100,000 research contract
with Celanese Corporation under which Yale will conduct research for
Celanese Corporation on the composition and synthesis of enzymes."
The contract differs from many such agreements because it mandates that
Yale conduct specific research for the company. Approval for the project
came from Yale's faculty patent committee, and was given only after
much debate and negotiation. An important compromise was reached
with the Celanese Corporation, which desired to keep research findings
secret. Yale agreed to forty-five days, after which unlimited publication
is permitted. If the agreement had been concluded with a research in
stitute under the aegis of Yale, faculty control over the terms of the con
tract would have been reduced.

I
I
I

I

f
!
I,

J,
3. Patent rights ta inventions made without extramural sponsorship i
should vest in the university in the fields of medicine and health; in "

the inventor in 011 other areas. I'
University reporting procedures should require that notice of all in- '.

79 P. TEMIN, TAKING YOUR MEDICINE: DRUG REGULATION IN TilE UNITED STA'r

ventions and discoveries be sent to the Patent Committee. One of the t Temin gives a good account of the pharmaceutical industry practice ef pate
responsibilities of the Committee should be to determine whether the . molecular changes to create new protected products. The book also has an a
research that produced the invention had outside sponsorship. Another position of Senator Estes Kefauver's unsuccessful attempts to curtail exploitati
responsibility should be to decide whether the discovery or invention t{; pharmaceutical concerns, in part through compulsory licenses, in pari by sped

to increase FDA surveillance of industry practices.
relates primarily to medical or pharmaceutical therapeutics or public

I BO 324, u.S. 370 (1945). A full discussion of compulsory licenses is nr
health. The decision should be made without regard to the division of the ! scope of this paper, although certainly relevant to the issue of preventing the Sl

university in which the research took place. If, in the determination of inventions and discoveries which have value for medicine and health. With J

the Committee, the invention has value for medicine, pharmacy or public '~ tions. such as the Clean Air Act {42 U.S,C. § 7608 (Supp. 11977)), the United
health, the university should assert right to title in the invention. f conspicuously alone among major industrial countries in not having a ccmpr

Entrusting inventions in these fields. to individual dispositions I'· ing statute. The extent to which the judicial process provides something like tl
of relief (by denying patentees injunctive relief in cases of misuse or antitrust

would generally not serve the public good. There are, of course, great discussed by Arnold and Janicke, Compulsory Licensing Anyone? 55 J. PAT. 0
scientific investigators who are also selfless individuals. Jonas Salk, who t (1973) and Sease, Common Sense. Nonsense Dud the Compulsory License, (19;

,,~,"._~~,~,.,"~..~r;_0,-~.~~,.,~~~;~~~~~d-:ee,-~::~~:-'~~~:~'~'P~~i:;~:ht~Se;.:;t~~:~;:~~~:;e~h~g~~~ ~~ ~ ~--t- "o";'~;~-~~'~~:~t~~':~~~:~~:~:~:~;::ATENT~AND-ANTI1RUS 'foLAw-·244- {'1.9 -?3-),ea l ls-compulsc

capable of producing it." Similarly, Selman Waksman, who discovered I .. 324 U.S. at 383.

the. technique of screening oil samples to produce streptomycin at t' factur:
2

o~~~:;~:P~~~:~:e~en~v::s~~~~~~~~~~~o~~~s~~i~~~~~t~Ui~i:~eC~::;;\i
supra note 79, at 55-56

8J Pure Oil Co. v, Hyman, 95 F.2d 22 (7th Ctr. 1938). United States v. L
11 N.Y. Times, Feb. 18, 1982, § II. atl, col. 1; Feb. 21,1982, § IV, at 7, coL1.i denser Corp., 289 U.S. 178 (1933) established that the government. as emph
l' R. CARTER, BREAKTHROUGH: THE SAGA OF JONAS SALK, 233-34 (1966). ~ more than a shop-right to employee's inventions absent a contract to the centre

:- fie employment to invent. See also Board of Edue. v, Bourne, 7 So.2d 838 WI<



C. PATE:-.JT MANAGEMENT SHOULD BE ENTRUSTED TO AN

OUTSIDE PATENT MANAGEMENT FIRM.

The process of applying for patents is time-consuming and technical,
requinng legal. expertise. It cannot be accomplished unaided by the
regular academiC and administrative personnel of the university. Four
alternatives are available for getting the work done.

paid to a faculty member is sufficient consideration to be the basis of
assertion of patent rights, and the offer of continuing employment is no
consideration to a faculty. member who is already tenured."

If the patent committee determines that the invention falls in an area
in which the inventor has right to title, the inventor will then realistically
have a choice of three options: [1) he can dedicate his invention to the
pnblic by publishing his findings and taking no action to patent; (2) he
~an assign the invention to the university. and receive in proceeds the
usual share given an inventor; (3) he can, on his own initiative, patent
the mvention and dispose of the patent rights himself. An inventor
following the third plan incurs a double obligation. First, any assignment
of license, or agreement to assign or license an invention. developed in
the course of university employment, using university facilities, must be
submitted to a committee for a ruling on possible conflicts of interest aris
mg from the disposition of the patent rights and employment at the
university. Second, the inventor will owe the university a rental fee for
the use of laboratories and instruments. It will be the responsibility of the
uruversity to place a valuation on the funds, space, and facilities that the
scientist used to produce the invention. Ordinarily this calculation will
not Illcl~de payment of salary from unrestricted funds of the university,
nor the inventor's use of office and libraries.

Student inventors [graduate and undergraduate) who are supported
by scholarships. fellowships or assistantships paid for by the sponsor's
funds WIll be covered by the same policy as faculty. If a student generates
a patent independently, without extramural funding, she or he will have
the same options as faculty.

California Institute of Technology, and Massachusetts In
Technology. This solution would not be worth the added adm:
cost in most institutions, where patent revenues would be con
the additional overhead.

3. Private legal representation.

The university could engage a private law firm to handI,
business of patenting and assume the other responsibili
Although this model may initially appear to be less expensive,
may be more apparent than real. Services provided by priva
would not include the variety of services (patent salesman
suiting with faculty, aid with institutional reporting) that pare:
ment firms offer. The university would have to incur the c
viding those other services itself. The combination of privat
and" in-house" management appears to be less efficient, and I
less costly, than entrusting the entire operation to a specializ
firm, in which all activities are under unified direction and c

UNIVERSITY PATENT POLICY

2. Mcnngement by an affiliated research institute.

A university-affiliated foundation or institute could do t
management for the university. This option offers greater fl
employ commercial methods in development and promotion
than the "in-house" approach. It is used by the University of V
Washington University, and Cornell University's Cornell Resea
dation, Inc. (CRF). At Cornell, officers and directors of CRF
from the faculty, administration, trustees, and alumni. CRF's I
to manage patenting, to protect inventions after patenting, an,
tain the licensing program. CRF employs Research Corporati
vide patent analysis." The disadvantages of this model ,
separate institute removes control from the rest of the universi
in less income for the university because the institute expects
the proceeds, and still requires an outside patent managemei
some of the work.
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1. "In-house" patent management. i
The university could engage its own staff for patent management, .

thus obviating the need of any outside assistance. This "in-house" alter- I
.!,,,tive has.~~'!I1.£h(),;e.~ya few large universities such as Stanford I'

~""""'_,"',' •.'.~"'~".'_~''', -'."'" "''',...",_. __ m,.,,,._,,,.,,_,,_,~..., .. "·'..._7'.,_., ..,.•__o...._,~"•._,.r.~'''''.•,....o''m'',''...'','. ..._ ,~ .

~

_,' H T, B~C"\:ELL. COL~E LAW: A GUIDE FORADMINiSTRATORS 175-80 (1961), For a dis
cussion ~f ~n~ve~sllY copyrtght,aI~~faculty scholarly writing, see Simon, Faculty Writings:
Are The} \\orks Mode for HIre under the 1976 Copyright Act'! 9.). COLL & U L 4"5
[188Z.83). ' .. 0

I

\

I

4. Potent management firm.

Patent development and marketing by a specialized firm
distinct advantages. It permits the university to maintain an ac

···tih1f prog ram w ith'm in imu m-ea pital·outlay-c-ll·.provides.the.w
of services at no immediate cost. The advantages and disad:
non-profit and for-profit management firms require individual

tion.
Non-profit: The foremost example of non-profit patent n

,,~ .• ", ("'n"v,'"" ,"- Pn' 1('''''' "1' ~~'1 ~rTFn I JNlVERSITIES. supra note 1



Ib Information derived from Research and Invenncn. (newsletter of the Research Cor
pOfi1tion); telephone interview with W. Stevenson Bacon, Research Corporation Director of
Comrrumu-attnne r'>pnl 1 lqRll

is Research Corporation, created in 1912 by Frederick Gardner Cottrell, a
professor of physical chemistry, inventor, and philanthropist. The
general purposes of Research Corporation are to advance scientific
knowledge and technology, to support scholarly research in the sciences,
and to make patented inventions more available and effective for the
public good. Research Corporation operates two grants programs, the
Cottrell Research Program for the support of physical science at graduate
universities and public undergraduate institutions, and the Cottrell Col
lege Science Program, to aid scientific research at private undergraduate
institutions. In addition, Research Corporation maintains an Invention
Administration Program (lAP) for the purpose of making university in
ventions available to the business community and ultimately to the
general public. Research Corporation's services typically include the
preparation and prosecution of its patent applications. Once the patent is
assigned, Research Corporation attempts to interest industry in licensing
it, usually on a nonexclusive basis, but occasionally on a short-term ex
clusive basis if the licensee faces large-scale development costs.
Although arrangements with institutions vary, Research Corporation
usually keeps forty-two to forty-seven percent of the proceeds. The
balance goes to the institntion, which shares its revenue with the inven
tor according to institutional policy. Research Corporation uses what it
makes in the lAP to support its grants programs which over the years have
yielded more than $18,000,000 in awards to colleges and universities.'"

Research Corporation offers two advantages: it uses its net income to
support education programs, and it is willing to maintain a non
exclusive contractual agreement with a university, leaving the institution
free to make other disposition of patent rights when it is profitable to do
so. Thus the university would be free to contract with a commercial spon
sor, arranging for licensing rights on an individual basis, at the same
time that Research Corporation agreements were in effect.

For-profit: Patent management services are available from private
enterprise on a profit-making basis. An example is University Patents,
Inc. (UPI), a young and relatively aggressive firm which presently has
about ten universities as clients. UPI provides the same services as
Research Corporation in filing and prosecuting patent applications, as
well as licensing to commercial companies and patent defense. It also
undertakes to maintain on-going communications with science faculty to

...•.~.~.~~~.tet~e~~b(lutpo~sil:>le ....p~tept~l:>!lHY . QfJlwir.Jindings ....and ... In ..
. 'evaluating the novelty and marketability of their discoveries. The advan

tages of UPI for the university are (1) provision of a wide range of ser
vices; and (2) an eagerness to maximize profits, which are shared with
the university on a contractual basis.

~1 S4CVey, supra note 1, at 9-11.
~" u"l...."n""" onl'" ')1 ~I 11

The virtue of a for-profit firm lies in its greater potential as '
earner for the institution. The risk is that the firm may not sh~v
or it may go bankrupt. Ultimately, the choice becom?s a ?USIf

ment of the university. One possibility is for the u~llvers~ty tc
risk with a for-profit patent management firm for a trial penod 0

than five years. At the end of that period, it would be I'.' a p
evaluate the amount that has been earned ~n~ to deter.mme \\
continue the working agreement. In negotlOtmg the fast cor
university should try to provide for an opportunity to tern
agreement prior to the end of the five-year period. upon notic

D. PROCEEDS SHOULD BE ALLOCATED WITH PRIORITY GIVEN TO 51
THE UNIVERSITY'S RESEARCH AND INSTITUTIONAL PROGRAM, WI1

REWARD TO THE INVENTOR.

1. The university's share of patent revenues should be euler
net proceeds on a rising scale.

Colleges and universities vary widely in the proportion
revenues that they retain. The 1977 survey condu~ted by th~
University Patent Administrators revealed more ~anety on thl~
any other." The median answer (from forty-eight .respondlf
tions) was two-thirds to the university and one-thad to the
Although exact comparisons with earlier surveys cannot be m
pears that in the last fifteen years royalty shares retame? by t
tions have tended to decrease. The adoption of a sliding
relatively new development which may help.revers.e the trend,
sliding scale, as income from the patented [nvanttcn increase
the university's share, while the inventor's share decreases. 1
scale plan fosters the primary purpose of the un~verslty pate
cess, which is increasing institutional income III penod 0.'

distress for higher education. Also, it recognizes that a re~att
percentage of the proceeds may be a meaningful sum to a? Ill?
ventor, compared to the substantial amount of money which IS

maintain a university science program.
Some institutions have decided that cooperation between I

will be more likely if the potential rewards to a single inventor
. high President Bok of Harvard has also pointed out that the

.......... s~ou·ld.not take too high. a .. shar.e.QCP~Qf~SSQrS""m ..~itIWE igr
possibilities or find some way to circumvent th~ sys.tem." H
M.LT. have identical scales: in each case the umverslty retain
percent of the second $50,000, and eighty-five percent of all

f $100 000 The remainder goes to the mventor. Theexcess 0 ,. . .
of Pennsylvania retains less for the institution: ftfty percent
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$200,000, seventy-five percent of the next $800,000, and eighty-five per
cent of the next $4,000,000, again with the balance to the inventor. The
University of Wisconsin (more properly WARF) retains eighty-five per
cent of all patent income, allowing fifteen percent to the inventor. This
scheme appears atypical. Princeton University is an example of a small
institution which gives the inventor somewhat more: the university takes
fifty percent of the first $50,000, sixty percent of the second $50,000 and
thirty percent of any excess amount. At Princeton, an inventor who has
the right to title in a patent and chooses to assign the patent to the
University gets eighty-five percent of all proceeds."

Balancing support to the institution and reward to inventors on a
sliding scale is compatible with general university policy objectives and
also with the new Act's provisions for patents developed on government
contracts. Section 202[c)(7)(C) requires that the university share royalties
with the inventor (a fixed amount is not specified) and use its own share
to support scientific research and instruction. For these purposes, the
Harvard-M.LT. allocation of proceeds appears equitable.

2. The university should use its share of patent revenues primarily for
the support of scientific research.

The university's distribution of its proceeds should recognize the ac
complishments of the inventor and his department but should also, in the
interests of fairness to the rest of the university, be used to support other
science departments and divisions of the institution. By maintaining the
general level of all the science programs the university will be in a better
position to attract research contracts and a healthier intellectual environ
ment will benefit both faculty and students. One-third of the university's
net share should be allocated to the general support of research at the
university, and two-thirds should be awarded on a competitive basis,
after reviewing submitted research proposals, with preference going first
to the inventor's department, and next to the inventor's division or
school. University-wide participation in the submission of proposals
should be encouraged. The review and allocation procedure should
allow patent revenues to be awarded to any investigator in any of the
science departments on the basis of intellectual merit.

the only division of the university which is in a position to ben
the Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981,90 which provides a crer
payers who support science, at American nniv~rsities. !II
members of science faculties, particularly those With patente
tions, have the opportunity to do consulting for outside firms,
earn additional income. .

Faculty disciplines which do not provide opp~rtuIlltyfor ea
ditional income nevertheless make essential contributions to th
tion of the university, a reputation which generates support fOJ
and opportunities for well-paid consulting jO?S.9~ While unrvei
not egalitarian institutions, gross inequajities in .f~culty ear
necessarily impair the idea of collegiality. Dispanlles are al:
since faculty who are off-campus consulting impose a burder
colleagues by their absence. The university should, therefore, .
to time use part of the proceeds retained in the general resear~

award grants to faculty in the social sciences and hu~aIllll

grants should be made on the basis of the academic merit of :
research proposals. Awards should be restricted to faculty w:
have consulting opportunities or other extraordmary income ,
with their university employment. 92 At least one such reses
should be made per year.

E. THE ADMINISTRATION OF PATENT POLICY AT THE UNtVcERSIT'

BE ENTRUSTED TO A BROADLy-BASED REPRESENTATIVE OMIV

1. The faculty component of the committee should Include
science and non-science members.

The faculty [or faculty senate) should elect five members t
mittee. Science faculty do the creative work that produces p'
are most immediately affected by university patent procedi
should, therefore, have the largest representation on the com
least one scientist should be from the medical school. Ne
balance, objectivity, and expertise in other areas are needed. T.
would be desireable to have at least two faculty members.on tI
tee who respresent disciplines that can contribute to enhghte
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3. Part of the proceeds should he used to reword faculty in disciplines
outside the sciences. .

The one-third of the proceeds that the university retains for the
general support of university research should not be restricted to the sup
port of science. It is true that science is expensive, but it is the area of the
university that receives the most from government and industry. It is also

o~ lufurmauon obtained frum leon A. Mahoney. Assistant tu the Director of the Office
of Research.and Project Administration at Princeton. (February. 19HZ}.

ness. III For example, Professor John Chowning of Stanford Univer~ity's Musi
who sold his copyright on a software chip used in music synthesizers to Ya
for $700.000 would not be qualified to submit a proposal for these awards SI

supra note 74.



\H Informalion in these paragraphs is drawn from Omenn, supra note 75; Lepkowski,
supra note 74; Fox, Can Academia Adapt 10 Biotechnology's Lure? Chemtccl and En
gmeenng News Oct. 12, 1981, pp. 39ff.; N.Y. Times, Aug. 21. 1983, § I. at 22, Col. 1 Wall
Street Journal. 24 November 1~80, 31 December 1981; and the National Law Journal, 2
November HUH {source of Linnell's quote}. Linnell's study was funded by a grant from the
Carneeie Foundation.

trepreneurial and consulting activities of the faculty. The state's Fair Pol
itical Practices Commission is considering regulations that would require
the university to disclose all its financial links with private industry.

.~.. _!\m().!lg..l!l~..f:().!.lf.~.m~.".rJ'.:.J.h."J.J.a.@J.ty..m~.mb!'J.~.QimcJeQJhe.iLrese.ar.ch.tQ .
the needs of private industry and failed to publish their findings: that fac-
ulty members held stock in firms with patents developed in university
laboratories: and that faculty members testified before government agen-
cies and legislative panels as "impartial" witnesses, even though they
had a financial interest in the outcome of the hearings. Ultimately, the
University of California responded to national concern over conflict of in
terest. The university required some professors who held research con
tracts with' private corporations as well as executive positions in these
corporations either to end or change their relationship with the com
panies.

Robert Linnell, Director of the Division of Institutional Studies at the
University of Southern California, a Professor of Chemistry and a former
Senior Science Administrator at the National Science Foundation, has
concluded that conflict of interest problems are pervasive at American
universities, "right down to the two-year community colleges." Also at
the University of California, Raymond C. Valentine, Professor
Agronomy, after trying unsuccessfully to get the university to establish
an institute for genetic engineering in agriculture, established his own
company, Calgene, in which Allied Chemical has purchased a twenty
percent interest. At Harvard, molecular biologist and Nobel Laureate
Walter Gilbert is the Chief Executive Officer of Biogen, a biotechnology
firm with offices in Switzerland and Cambridge, Massachusetts. Harvard
has asked Gilbert to take a year's leave of absence while it reviews current
policy on the question of whether faculty should be operating officers of
commercial companies. At Harvard and Stanford, where outside employ
ment is allowed, there are reports of rivalries between laboratories led by
professors with different business interests, working on competing com
mercial projects. Graduate students have been sworn to secrecy about
their work.v-

Developments such as these, raise questions in the areas of intellec
tual conflict (attention given to business affairs rather than teaching and
scholarship) and time conflict (hours spent as consultants off-campus in
stead in the classroom and the laboratory). These problems require uni
versity-wide rules. The patent committee, while being expected to call
any infringement of university policy to the attention of the administra-

U~ 2li U.S.C. ~ 441t) /West Supp. 1967-1982); 2b LJ.S.C. § 17·l(a}; 174(hlliJ,lii) tWest)

live officer charged with its implementation, would not determine the
university's conflict of interest policy.

291UNIVERSITY PATENT POliCY

.~B..UNIYE;R~tTXRl).hE;~_~HOUL[l.REQUIl<ETHATPRIOR PERMISSION BE
OBTAtNED FOR ACTtVIT;ESTliATMi(;H~fPRESENTAPO;iiNTIAi.-·'

CONFLICT OF INTEREST, EVEN IF A CONFLICT IS NOT IMMEDIATELY ApPARENT.

1. Time off-compus must be strictly limited.

Time and creative aclivity spent away from the campus diminishes
faculty-student exchange and the quality of instruction. Therefore, with
out special consent, faculty should not spend more than one day per '.
week (or twenty percent of the academic year) in off-campus work. This I
limit should be strictly observed when a faculty member is doing consult- .
ing work for a firm which is sponsoring research at the university. Since
the Economic Recovery Tax Act" gives a greater tax credit for research at
the taxpayer's place of business than for research grants to universities,
the university will have to be vigilant in guarding the expenditure of fac
ulty time. Each faculty member should file a periodic report document
ing hours spent in off-campus work.

2. Financial investments must be revealed.

A financial investment in an enterprise that does business with or re
ceives support from the university should be revealed. Such investments
could exert a subtle influence in the skewing of scholarly research, even
without the researcher becoming aware of it. It might also result in direct
ing graduate students into research areas from which the faculty member
expects personal profit. The Committee on Conflict of Interest will decide
whether a conflict exists, and make appropriate recommendatiQns to the
president on the matter.
C. CERTAIN EMPLOYMENT AND NONDISCLOSURE OF RESEARCH RESULTS ARE

UNACCEPTABLE WtTHtN THE CONTEXT OF UNtVERSITY EMPLOYMENT.

1. No fuJI-time faculty may hold an executive position in an
outside business.

An officer's dedication to the profit-making activities of the commercial
enterprise diverts attention and creates conflicts of loyalty.

2. No faculty shaJl use unpublished reseorch results for
personal profit.

The university imposes an affirmative obligation to publish the re
sults of research' carried on at the university. Therefore, the use ofun pub
lished informati~n, or the giving of unpublished information t~ any out
side interest, is forbidden. University research results may not be used
for trade secrets rather than as part of the patent process.
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The concepts and rules on conflict of interest respond to the cone

cerns raised in Section I, which argues that patenting is compatible with I WESSNER'
the university's traditional mission. An independent conflict of interest BRADLEY CENTER, INC. v. .
policy, diligently implemented by the. university administration, should . . • ". . '" s:r~s nU.T.Y .................;na,ble.the.unkverslty.to.explolt.patentlng.a&.a.source-of.revenue.wlthout····..·..........•·..•· ..··..rH·H··PS¥ 8 H 9 +HERA12I
the loss of academic integrity.

TO PROTECT

GERALD W. WOODS'
CLAYTON D. STEADMAN"

On October 27, 1982. the Supreme Court of Georgia affirmed the
decision of the Court of Appeals of Georgia in Bradley Center, Inc. v.
Wessner,' deciding that a private mental hospital and its
psychotherapists owed a legal duty to the public at large to exercise
reasonable control over a potentially violent mental patient. Issues raised
in this case included the nature of the duty, to whom the duty is owed,
and forseeability of the harm. The importance of the decisions of both
Georgia courts, however, goes well beyond the actual holdings. Strong
language, especially dicta in the court of appeals decision, has far
broader implications regarding the psychotherapist's duty to protect.
After reviewing the facts and holdings of Bradley and similar cases in
other jurisdictions, this note will comment upon what Bradley may mean
for the therapist.

I. BRADLEY

A. FACTS

In Bradley Center, Inc., v. Wessner, et a1.,' the Wessner children
brought an action against the Bradley Center, located in Columbus
Georgia, claiming the Center was negligent for failing to control thel:
father, resulting in the death of their mother. Bradley Center, a privati
mental health hospital, admits patients only on a voluntary basis
However, under the hospital's voluntary commitment program, patient-

j
I
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Is

* B.S .. 1968, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, j.D., 1973,-Emory Univer
sity; Assistant Professor. Educational Research and Development and Assistant to the Presi
dent, Medical College of Georgia.

*" B.A .. 1978. Clemson University; J.D., 1982, Emory University; Administranv.
Specialist/Legal, Medical Colltlge of Georgia.

\ Bradley Center, Inc. v. Wessner, 250 Ga. 199,296 S.E.2d 693 {1982}.
2 Id. The recitation of the facts in this article is drawn from the Georgia Court of Aj

peals' decision, 161 Ga. App. 576, 287 S.E.2d 716, off.'d, 250 Ga. 199, 246 S.E.2d 6L<

(1982), because of the paucity of relevant factual details In the supreme court's decision



non-federally funded athletic program; and (iv) award the University its
costs and reasonable attorney fees.
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Of Counsel SHEILA TRICE BELL'

MARTIN F. MAJESTIC"

I. INTRODUCTION

Irrespective of institutional size or location, increasing number~ of
higher educational institutions are implementing trademark protection
and enforcement programs. Protection of potential financial gain from
the sale of goods with the college or university seal or the emblem for a
winning sports team is the major motivation for such interest. However, a
trademark protection and enforcement program is also a means of curtail
ing the misrepresentation of the purpose, policies or actions of schools
through the unauthorized sale of goods which identify a school with
items which are antithetical to its educational purpose. Furthermore, the
misrepresentative use of an emblem, name or service associated with an
educational institution may subject it to ridicule eventually tarnishing its
reputation as an institution of higher education in the minds of potential
students and supporters. This article is designed to acquaint college and
university general counsel with the major components of a trademark
protection program, particularly as it affects colleges and universities.

II, WHAT IS A "MARK"?

The Lanham Act' refers to four kinds of marks and they are dis
tinguished by their uses. A trademark' is a "word, name, symbol or
device or any combination thereof" which is used by someone in com
merce "to identify his goods and distinguish them from those man-
ufactured or sold by others, "3 and which is generally affixed. to the

* B.A., Wellesley College, 1971; J.D., Harvard University, 1974; Member Massachu
setts and Tennessee Bars; University Counsel, Fisk University,

** a.s., University of California, Berkley, 1962; J.D., U.C.L.A., J967; Member Cali
fornia and District of Columbia Bars; Retained Trademark Counsel to The Regents of the
University of California; Partner in the law firm.of ~~tic, ?_allagher, Parsons & Siebert.
San Francisco. " -"

i 15 U.S.C. §§ 1051-1127 (1976).
, 15 U.S.C. § 1127 (1976).
J Id.
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goods.s For example, the university's or college's name found affixed to a I trade or commerce capable of being party to legal action.' A school's
mug, hat or notebook is a trademark. When the school's name is affixed ' name simultaneously may be its trademark and service mark as well as a
to a good, it is a means of differentating that good from others of the same I trade name. It is unlikely that it would be a certification mark. Some'.;
type WhiCh, are,also i~ cO"m,me~c,'e. FU"r"t,h,e,r,mo,~e, the school's nn,me may • __ .~~£~.tion~U."§till,!tl~Q"dl,!fJU'.'Lihe.!J.I]ly~!.§.i!y.QLCill1fO.!!l!lli.Il'!Y!Llh~~

. also be "..,t~.~e~~~:.•J.~.~.!'!IIJ1 .s.!!IYI!,jLlnark.."..refers.to.a.•mark-·used·m'····'······ 'benefit of state statute for protectmg then names. 10

·~·t1ie··sa:Ie or advertising of services, such as transportation, insurance, .
entertainment or education. The terms "trademark" and "service mark" III. METHODS OF PROTECTING TRADEMARKS
are often used interchangeably because of a general unfamiliarity with
th iteri b hi h h t k di . h d hi diffi I A GENERAL DISCUSSIONe en erra y W ic t ese wo mar s are isttnguis e . T IS I leu ty .
in differentiation is exascerbated by the fact that both terms may apply The common law and state, federal and international statutes offer
accurately to the same mark, such as a school seal, which may indeed be protection to trademark owners in a variety of ways. The la~ of ~nfmr
used as both a trademark and a service mark. competition and common law trademark infringement applies wltho.ut

Under the Lanham Act, the third kind of mark is a "certification registration of the mark. Relief under state and federal trademark ~egls-
mark" which is "a mark used upon, or in connection with the products tration statutes requires registration of a trademark. Although inter-
or services of one or more persons other than the owner of the mark to national trademark protection methods vary from country to country, as a
certify regional or other origin, material, mode of manufacture, quality, general rule, registration is the best method to attain interna~lO.nalprotec-
accuracy, or other characteristics of such goods or services or that the tion. In fact in some countries it is the only method of allammg protec-
work or labor on the goods or services was performed by members of a tion for a mark. .
union or other organization.'" "Seals of approval" granted by From a domestic perspective, if a school's trademark has attained
magazines, the seals of testing laboratories, professional societies and interstate prominence or if one foresees such prominence for a mark, 11
trade unions are examples of certification marks. would be prudent to obtain a federal registration under the Lanham Act.

A "collective mark" is the fourth classification of mark under the However, if one has a mark whose current and anticipated use I.s,.mtra-
Lanham Act, and it is a "trademark or service mark used by the members state there is no basis for a federal registration. A critical prerequlaite for
of a cooperative, an association or other collective group or organization. federal registration is interstate use of the trademark .
. . . '" The collective mark classification includes marks used to indicate One should always remember that a trademark, whether registered or
membership in an association, a union or other organization. A collective not will remain the exclusive property of its owner so long as It IS not
mark differs from both a trademark and service mark because it is used aba~doned. To assist in the process of preventing any imputation. of
solely to indicate membership. Therefore trademarks and service marks abandonment of a mark, colleges and universities should consider using
are applied to goods or services that an association may sell or perform a trademark notice, not only on their registered trademarks, but also on
while that same association's collective mark could be used to indicate their unregistered trademarks when they are used in labeling or advert IS-

membership in the organization by being on organization lapel pins or on ing.
letterheads. Nevertheless, use of a mark on letterheads, lapel pins or the Notice of registration for federally registered marks takes three
like can also be classified as a servicemark, as it is also used in fur. prescribed forms. One may use "Registered in U. S. Patent and Trade-
therance of the rendering of services. . mark Office," "Reg. U. S. Pat. & Tm. Off." or simply the letter "R" sur-.

The term "trade narne" refers to a company or business name. It rounded by a circle as ® ." For those marks which are not federally
cannot be registered as such under the Lanham Act, but it is defined registered, these three forms of notice are not available; one may use,
there. It maybe an individual name or a surname. Whatever the form of however, the lellers TM in small capital letters as notice for an
the name, it IS used to identify an organization or individual engaged in unregistered trademark. Furthermore, one may use a footnote, such as

"Trademark of XYZ University" or "Trademark.""

• A trademark need not be affixed directly to a good. It may be placed on packaging
for a good. ld.

~ Id.
I, rd.

Id,
~ The terms "trade name" and "commercial name" are used interchangeably in the

Lanham Act. Id.

9 rd.
10 CAL. Eouc. CODE § 92000 (Deering 1978).

t i 15 U.S.C. § 1111 (1976).
H The United States Trademark Association,.Trademark Management, A Guide for

Executives, pp. 73, 74 (1981); S. Diamond, "Properly Used, Trademarks are Forever;"

A.8.A.). 1575, 1577 (1982).
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C. THE RECISTRATtON PROCESS

COLLEGE AND UNIVERSITY TRADEMARKS

1. Trademark Searches"

As a general rule, a trademark search should be conducted prior to
adoption and use of a mark. The reason for this is fairly obvious. If one
adopts and uses a mark in ignorance of someone else's prior use or
registration, one may later have to abandon its use under threat of.an ac
tion for infringement.

1983·84

I•

1. State RegistroHon
B. Allows the registration of intrastate trademarks.
b. Provides a record which may be found during a trademark search to

warn others against adoption and use of the mark.
c. Provides some constructive notice and has evidentiary value in cer

tain states.
d. Is usually time efficient when compared with federal registration

and can be more cost efficient if use in only a very few states is an
ticipated and registration is secured in only those few states.
However, cost efficiencies swing in favor of federal registration if
substantial interstate use is foreseen because, of course, federal
registration covers all of the 50 states.

e. Is usually issued more readily than federal registration. In most
states registration is simply a formality and the process does not en
tail a substantive investigation as does federal registration.

2. Federal Hegtstrcncn»
a. Provides prima facie evidence of i) the validity of the registration,

Ii] registrant's ownership and exclusive right to use the mark in
commerce in connection with the products and the services
specified in the regtstration.w and iii) incontestability after five
years of registration, provided certain conditions are met. 17

b. Grants federal court jurisdiction for an infringement suit regardless
of the amount in controversy or diversity of citizenship of the
parties. 16

c. Enables recording of the registration with the U. S. Customs Service
so that customs officials may stop the importation of goods into the
United States which are infringing the tradernark.w

d. Enables the owner to use the federal trademark notices" ®,"
"Registered in the U. S. Patent and Trademark Office" or "Reg. U.
S. Pat & Tm Off. »ac

e. Constitutes constructive use of the mark in all 50 states regardless of
whether actual use has occurred in all states.

f. Provides service mark registration. Some states have no provision
for service mark registration.

- 66· JOURNAL OF COLLEGE AND UNIVERSITY Vol. 10, No.1 r
If one has filed an application for federal registration, one may so in- } BeLA PR

di t bv usi . h" I . OMMON W OTECTIONrca e y usmg a notice sue as TM registration pending" or "Trade- l
mark Registration Pending. "13 In the case of state, rather than federal To qualify for common law protection in an action for unfair cornpe-

~£!!gistrati.9Jl,~jbe~.terms..: 'Registered.", ..'~ Trademark...Regis tered.".. or _..~.~ ... .,.~ ~ ....1i!iQ!!.2L.9I1Q1:.l:!ad,ell1arlsJI!f~illg!'Jlle.!11JaY.'!ilab.k.!.E!gi!!QJ!'.~~..9i.l'Yh.E!j!t!'r.II,••
"Registered Trademark" are all considered proper." i trademark has been registered) the plaintiff must generally prove confu-

The advantages of registration of a trademark have been alluded to ! sion resulting from use of a similar mark and establish the exclusiv. e right
above, but they can be synopsized and compared as follows: to use his or her mark in a specific geographic trading area. Furthermore,

the plaintiff must prove prior continuous use of the mark and its validity
as a protectible mark. .

Unfair competition is generally defined as a form of unlawful busi
ness injury which consists in the passing off or the attempt to pass off on
the public the goods or business of one individual as the goods or
business of another." However, the courts may in some instances give
relief under the theory of unfair competition, from trade practices which
are unethical and constitute an infringement of the plaintiff's property
rights, even though they do not involve a representation that the goods or
business of the defendant are the goods or business of another. These ac
tions are subject to the vicissitudes of state law for their requirements and
remedies.

The major advantage of seeking redress under the theory of unfair
competition is that the broadness of its definition gives one more flex
ibility in applying it to various factual patterns. The law of trademarks
and their infringements is merely a branch of the law of unfair competi
tion. The principal differentiation between these two bases for protection
of one's interest in goods or services is that in the case of unfair competi
tion, no exclusive proprietary interest in the names or marks used to
deceive is necessary for relief. In trademark infringement cases, an ex
clusive right to use the infringing name is essential.

1J Id.
Ii Jd.

15 This section discusses the advantages of federal registration; the federal registra-
tion process is discussed infra, pp. 71-72, § 111(c){4}.

1(, 15U.S.C. S 1115(a) {1976}.
" 15 U.S.C. S 1115[b) [1976).
16 15 U.S.C. § 1121 (1976).

" 15 USc. S 1124 [Supp. tI 1978). 19 C.F.R. S 11.13[a) & [e) (1982).
~o 15 U.$.C. § 1111119761.

21 See 15 U.S.C. § 1125 (1976), which gives federal protection akin to common law
unfaircompetition of unregistered marks. See else, 15 U.S.C. 1126(h) (1976), for federal
protection of nationals against unfair competition.

22 See generally Boston Professional Hockey Ass'n, Inc. v. Dallas Cap & Emblem Mfg.,
510 F.2d 1004 (5th Cir.), cert. denied, 423 U.S. 868, rehearing denied, 423 U.5.991 (1974).
Polo Fashions, Inc. v. Extra Special Products (D.C. N.Y:-"1978) ZOO U.S,P.Q. 161.

aa See generally, A. Seidel, What the General Practitioner Should Know About Trade
mnri<.: nnrl rrml1rioht<: Lath prJ 1q7Q\ nn ~1_4::1
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Trademark rights accrue through use, and priority of use is control
ling. Accordingly, the purpose of a trademark search is to attempt to find
prior registration, application and/or use of a particular mark or of con
fusinalv similar marks M"rh moy be confusingly similar in (1) sound,

(ween goods which travel in the same channels of trade. Beyond these
basic tests for confusing similarity, the goods and/or services associated
with a mark should also be found similar to be considered as a possible
infringement.

For colleges and universities a domestic trademark search mayor
may not prove to be useful. If one is considering a mark which has been
in use for many years, the search is not as valuable as when'one is merely
attempting to clear a new mark for potential or prospective use. As a
practical matter, it is extremely unlikely that any person or organization
in the United Stales will have succeeded or even have attempted to
register a college's or university's institutional name in its long standing,
original, undiluted form. However, for trademark protection outside of
the United States, a trademark search is imperative, particularly for well
recognized names of colleges and universities. lfthe search shows a con
flicting mark or marks for a proposed new mark which a school is con
sidering, another mark can be chosen very easily with a minimum of ex
pense before there has been a large investment in terms of goodwill or
creation of the product or of the service associated therewith.

Should one decide to conduct a domestic trademark search, the cost
is relatively low and the search can be conducted quickly, thereby affirm
ing that there are no other prior registrations of the proposed mark. Then
the college or university can decide if a proposed mark which does not
conflict with any registered mark is worth the cost and time involved for
federal registration. Typically, federal trademark applications, inclusive
of filing fees and legal services, cost in the range of $500 to $1,000 to
achieve registration and often take, at the very least, one year to complete.
Preparatory to international registration, trademark searches may be con
ducted in any number of foreign countries using local counselor a cen
tralized service.

One can also do a preliminary screening of the mark by referring to
trade directories and books such as Thomas' Register" and The Trade
mark Register of the United States," which is an annual publication.
However, none of these methods substitutes for doing a comprehensive
search; they merely alert one to the more obvious conflicting marks and
take less time and money to conduct. .

It See generally, 2 J. Thomas McCarthy, Trademarks and Un!airCompetition § 22:4;
General Foods Corporation v. General Mills, Inc, (T.T.A.B. 1970) 167 U.S.P.Q. 638.

25 Thomas' Register of American Manufacturers, Thomas- Register Catalogue File
(2nd ed. 1982).

26 The Trademark Register, Washington, D.C.. annually. I

2. Registration

In the context of registration, one's thoughts first turn to state, then
federal, and then possibly international registration. As far as state
registration is concerned, each of the fifty states has its own trademark
registration statutes. Under such statutes, the trademark application is
usually filed with the Secretary of State of the state in which the mark
wiil be used. Some states use other agencies of government, and fre
quently use a simple application form.

In the United States, use of the mark must precede federal registra
tion. In this sense, the United States is a "use" country as opposed to a
"registration" country. The federal registration process is discussed in
greater detail later in this article.

Most individuals or companies stop with state and federal registra
tion. It usually takes a multinational corporation or trademark owner
with substantial resources to consider international or foreign registra
tion. However, if a college or university plans to license its mark in
foreign countries in the foreseeable future, foreign applications should be
made immediately because the registration process is quite long in some
countries. Another reason to register in foreign countries is to obtain
rights in the mark by being the first to file its registration.

3. Use in Commerce ,
How is federal registration accomplished? Since the primary requisite

for federal registration is use in interstate commerce, the first step should
be to establish interstate use of the mark." In the case of goods, products

27 See text infra p. 70.
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Can be shipped across state lines. Relative to service, they should either
.xii be rendered by an entity or entities in separate states or to an interstate
" clientele, A single restaurant, service station. or a universily or college

may federally register its service mark ,as long as it is within the stream of
"'[;;t';cstatecommerce':--A-lilliversTty w flfChdrawsfiom-an";n'terstateand in:--·····..

ternational student body already qualifies. Colleges and universities
should be able to. and have in fact been able to. register their service
marks federally. but most have not done so. The colleges and universities
which do so have concentrated on the educalional services aspects of
their operation and generally have not registered in the goods classes.

.. One should note thaI federal law provides for various goods and services
classes. A trademark owner can regisler the mark in as many classes of
goods and services for which it has been able to eslablish use."

Not long ago very few colleges or universities had registered their
valuable lrademarks in the goods classes. One early registrant was the

". University of Houston with its seal registered in 1971, in the publications
iii class for catalogs, bulletins. reports, brochures. books, directories. and

the like. More recently. however. colleges and universities have begun to
apply for and register their famous marks in goods classes involving
emblematic merchandise such as clothing, mugs, pins and banners.
Clothing classes are probably the most important. The UCLA mark was
recently federally registered in the clothing class.

Ideally, an educational institution should register its name as a ser
vice mark in the educational services class. Consideration should also be
given to its seal or symbol, Names of sports teams such as Trojans and
Bulldogs should be considered. Strong consideration should be given to
registering in the clothing class for "T" shirts, sweaters, and other
clothing considered appropriate. Registration of novelties or emblematic

28 Examples of colleges and universities that have registered their service marks are: \.
California Institute of Technology: CALTECH .
Florida Institute of Technology: FLORIDA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
Fisk University: JUBILEE SINGERS
University of Houston: UNIVERSITY OF HOUSTON
.\ioSl colleges and universities that have registered their marks have registered their

great seal or symbol in the educational services class. These institutions include:
Florida Atlantic University
University of Miami
New Mexico State University
Northeastern University
Northwestern University
Southern Methodist University
Springfield College
The Stephens Institute of Technology
The University of Detroit I',

The University of Houston .
Washington State University i
Kent State University i
University of Santa Clara ~

merchandise should also be considered. A multi-class application could
be filed, but it is usually preferable to file single class applications, since
difficulty in one class can delay registration of all classes of marks. i

If a college or university intends to promote a new mark, an initial I
•·....···---foKenusitmiglirb'iniC·cojfip1ished~·For·example..·a··"+~·shirt.beadng..a....;

new mark could be sold across state lines. But the sale must be bona fide. i

Recent decisions would indicate that anyone relying only on token use
without subsequent full commercial use for purposes of obtaining trade
mark rights may be disappolnted.av Accordingly, caution should be
employed to see that full-scale commercial use follows initial token use
as soon as possible. Nevertheless. initial token use is useful to enable the
filing of the mark and to obtain clear priority over others. It is not worth- .
while merely to wait for commercial use if this will not occur for a long
period of time.

4. The Federal Registration Process

The preparation of the application is thought by some to be a mere
formality-a simple filling out of a form. This is not the case. A great deal
of decision-making is involved in the trademark application process.
Accordingly, often the preparation, filing. and prosecution for federal
trademark registration is best left to trademark specialists. The U.S. Pa
tent and Trademark Office, "PTa." is itself staffed by a number of ex
aminers. many of whom are attorneys who have specialized in this area i
of practice.

The first issue is to decide just what the mark or marks of the educa
tional institution are. An inventory will produce surprising results. On
which goods or in conjunction with which services are the marks going
to be used? Could the mark be registered in its entirety or should only a
salient portion ofthe mark be registered? Normally, for maximum protec
tion, one will want to register each element separately that conveys a
unique commercial impression. For example, if a university name and
seal both appear on a "T" shirt, one would file separate clothing class
applications for each.

Marks may be registered in the principal register or a supplemental
register. '0 The latter registration is for those marks that are not yet
capable of the full status as marks registered in the principal register
because they are not inherently distinctive. It is usually preferable to take
the position that one's mark is inherently distinctive and apply for the
mark on the principal register.

After filing the registration application. it takes about six months to,
reach the examination stage. At this point, the attorney examiner

:t!l Proctor & Gamble Co. v. Johnson & Johnson, lnc., 205 U.S.P.Q. 697 (S.D.N.Y. 1979),
off'd mem., 636 F.2d 1203l2d Cir. 1980). See 0150, Lever Brothers Co. v. ShakleeCorp. 214
U.S.P.Q. 654 [T.T.A.B. 19B2).

ao 15 U.S.c. § 1095 (1976).
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IV. LICENSING

In addition to direct sales of trademarked goods or service by a college
or university, licensing a trademark or service mark is a planned method
by which a school can bring in revenues from the use of its trademark. In-,
fringement or unfair competition suits also may bring in revenue, but
they are much less reliable for doing so.

Simply put. a license is an agreement between the trademark owner
and a second party which allows the second party, referred to hereafter as
the licensee, to use the trademark for his or her financial benefit. In con

_siderrd;nn.JorJhp. licensee's financial benefit accruina from use of the

$64.000.000. Domestic license royalties in 1981 exceeded $100,000 in
the United States and $400.000 in foreign countries for a total of about
$500.000 during 1981.

These kinds of revenues can and do support an international trade
111ar!c·pl'Ogram:·Again;··using·····the···UCLA···mark·as·an·example;·jt-is-now
registered in Denmark. France, Japan. Norway, Thailand and the United
Kingdom. Applications are currently on file in many other foreign coun
tries including the People's Republic of China, where it is now possible
to obtain trademark registrations. As mentioned above. the procedure for
obtaining registration is basically to work through a foreign associate at
torney or patent agent. insofar as the trademark laws are purely local. For
example, prior use is not a requirement in many countries, as it is in the
United States. Countries which do not require prior use are referred to
generally as "registration countries" and have registration systems. They
mayor may not have other requirements.

In some countries, no examination takes place. The registration is
merely issued. However, other countries have a formal examination pro
cess followed by application and opposition procedure similar to that in
the United States. For example, West Germany has such a procedure.

Countries which permit registration by the mere filing of a form and
payment of a registration fee are generally called "pirate" countries. The ,
name comes from the practice that has existed for many years of so-called
pirates who registered the famous and well-known marks of others in an
attempt to extract compensation from the true owner of the mark so that
the true owner might have a right to profit from the mark's use in the
pirate country. Usually the pirate will accept a sum of money to sell the
mark back to the owner and then allow that individual or company to
enter the country with his or her goods. If the true owner does not pur
chase the mark and does enter the country, he or she is subject to suit for
trademark infringement by the pirate and may be prevented by an injunc
tion from using the mark in that country. The trademark laws of these
countries are usually quite absolute. No equitable considerations are
entertained. This is perhaps the most compelling reason for early filing
and registration if the trademark owner has ariy foreseeable intention of
expanding into foreign markets.

scrutinizes the application and notes any formal deficiencies. If the ap
plication has no apparent deficiencies. the attorney examiner searches
the files of the PTa to locate confusingly similar marks. The application

be rejected one or more times based on form, descriptiveness.
[isIefabiliIydue··t6·acIOsel,jsiifiilaf····pfiOffegiSlraIi6if.·OrfOra

5. International Protection and Registration

Each country of the world potentially has its own trademark law. As
a matter of fact. not all countries of the world have yet established a
trademark law. However. over one hundred have. Accordingly. trade
marks may be registered widely in foreign countries.

Foreign trademark registration will not be discussed in any great
detail in this article. Most colleges and universities will be well-served
by federal service mark registration covering the entire United States for
their educational services. Possibly. some colleges and universities in
foreign countries may have foreign campuses. In such cases. considera
tion should be given to a foreign protection of the respective schools' ser
vice marks.

As far as goods are concerned. most colleges and universities again
would benefit from a U.S. Trademark Registration for their clothing and
other emblematic goods. The international fame of a college and university
may not be such that anyone in foreign countries would be interested in
making pirate goods bearing its mark. However. for some colleges and
universities international pirating of goods bearing their trademark is a
substantial problem. The UCLA mark. for example. is well-known world
wide. There are over fifty licensees oLUCLA emblematic merchandise.
UCLA merchandise has also been sold by catalogs to purchasers across
the United States. Western Europe. Scandanavia, many countries of Asia
and Africa. Australia. Canada. and Mexico. Most of the licenses are for
clothing. Sales in Japan between 1976 and 1981 alone totaled almost

myriad of other reasons."
At some point the application is either deemed ready for publication

and published in the Official Gazette of the U.S. Patent and Trademark
Office. or it is finally rejected. There is an avenue of appeal to the Trade
mark Trial and Appeal Board which is an administrative body within the
PTa." Usually. trademark applications mature into registration.

As far as publication is concerned. anyone who feels he would be
damaged by the registration. may oppose it within thirty days of publica
tion or any extended period which is provided by the PTa." Unopposed.
the registration will be published in due course. and the registration
document issued. Opposed. an opposition proceeding will be under
taken.

H 15 U.S.C. 9 1052 l1976).
" 15 U.S.C. § 1070 (1976).
'•.1 .H:._...l.1..C'....c.._._._I.:....~.ot::.'l __J_1'O'7R\
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United States1.

a. U:S. Patent and Trademark Office

Once the U.S. trademark application has been published for opposi
tion in the Official Gazette of the PTO, which is issued weekly, anyone
who objects to the registration of the trademark and believes he would be
damaged by the registration may, within the thirty-day statutory period
or extended period, file an opposition.s- This is a formal paper or
pleading which may raise issues of alleged deficiency in any of the
statutory requirernents.»

Parenthetically, an opponent to a mark may file a cancellation action
within the first five years of registration by means of a petition to
cancel.w After five years, the registration is uncontestable, and the
grounds for cancellation are fraud, misrepresentation, or if the mark has
become generic." Both of these actions are highly specialized and are
conducted before the Trademark Trial and Appeal Board of the PTO.

V. CONFLICTS AND ENFORCEMENT

trademark, the licensee usually agrees to pay a license fee and royalties to I licensing agreement between the school and the trademark user may be
the trademark owner licensor. appropriate. Needless to say, at this stage, the school requires the ser- :

The license owner must maintain control over the licensee's use of vices of a skilled negotiator-whether internal or external to the school.

" ~eh~:;g~~~Ii,:~!,a;;.~~~~le~~~~~e~~~~~~:~~!:~~~;~~~~}i~a~:~~~~~~~. , ..•' _ _ _._.. JL..6.Qpj!1jstr'!!j~_'!!lQC~lJELf.~gf_"_9HT"_S _ J
'which'the licensee must make ihe'prod;;Ci-Dr perform the service which I !
is trademarked. For college and university trademark owners this means
that a license agreement must clearly delineate the kinds of goods upon
which the mark will appear, such as sweaters or mugs, or, as in the case
of a performing group, the nature and location of the performances. Fur
thermore, the school should require periodic submission of samples of
the goods to be sold hy the licensees as well as submission of new adver
tisements and lines of goods prior to advertisement and sale. It is also
wise if someone representing the school conducts random spot checks of
licensee's services and/or goods and advertisements. Licenses under
standably must be customized to the client's specific requirements.

One will be particularly concerned about the method for calculating
compensation for the school from the licensee. Understandably, it will be
generally what the market can bear. But as a general rule of thumb, a
licensee fee or royalty of five to ten percent of net selling price is
reasonable.

A. General

Once a college or university has decided to embark upon a trademark
protection program it must also commit itself to a strong enforcement
program. Obviously, this includes assigning someone the responsibility
of being alert for possible misuse of the trademark by the school or its
agents. Misuse may endanger the trademark's registration or, in the case
of an unregistered trademark, create arguments against its distinctness
and general protectability. Alertness for possible infringement is also im
perative. One may find possible infringers by checking merchants'
catalogues which may be sent regularly to school alumni, checking the
goods in shopping centers near the school or checking the stores on the
list provided by a licensee and which have ceased buying trademarked
goods from the licensee, but which may have begun to sell cheaper
counterfeit goods. The person charged with this responsibility must use
his or her imagination to find sophisticated infringers.

After a potential infringer has been identified, the college or university
needs to notify the party of the school's trademark and of its intent to pro
tect it through the courts, if necessary. Preparation of a standard letter of
notice which will be modified for the particular circumstances will help
save time.

If the infringer acknowledges the infringement but expresses a wish
to receive the coIIEl!le's or university's permission to use the mark, a

I

I

b. Court Enforcement

Enforcement of trademark rights and related unfair competition rights
may be accomplished in state or federal court.v As discussed earlier in
this article, a primary advantage of a federal registration is that it gives a
basis for obtaining relief in federal court. The suit may be based primarily
on the Lanham Trademark Act which provides a variety of remedies in
cluding injunctive relief," recovery of profits, damages and costs.w and
destruction of infringing property. 41 Pendant claims may be added, such
as state trademark infringement and unfair competition. Whether one
considers suing in state or federal court, one must of course consider the
cost, logistics, and various other factors attendant to such litigations.

There are a number of interesting decisions and pending trademark
cases which involve trademark rights asserted by colleges or universities. 42

34 Id.
35 Id.
ae 15 U.S.C. § 1064 (1976).
" 15 U.S.C. § 1064(c) (1976).
" 15 U.S.C. § 1051 (1976).
ua 15 U.S.C. § 1116 (1976):
" 15 U.S.C. § 1117 (1976).
.. 15 U.S.C. § 1118 (1976).
4:l See. John Roberts Mfg. Co. v. University of Notre Dame du Lac. 152 F. Supp. 269,

(N.D. Ind. 1957). offd, 258 F.2d 256 (7th Cir. 19S8); The University of Notre Dame du Lac
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VI. CONCLUSION

Financial considerations are extremely important. The losses to in"
fringers in any given country may well not be worth supporting litigation
in that country.

An effective trademark protection program may well be worth the
allocation of university resources. An important consideration is protec
tion of a college's or university's reputation through preemption of the
use of its name in a manner which subjects it to misrepresentation or
ridicule. Protection of school profits from the use of its trademarks or
tradename is another extremely important consideration. A very
marketable trademark may bring in badly needed' revenues to support
college or university programs.

However, one must always bear in mind that trademark protection
programs can be extremely costly. The school's governing board and ad
ministrators should consider the direct and indirect costs which the
school may incur from such a program as compared with its expected
benefits before embarking on a trademark protection program.

The existence of infringement is often obvious in cases which involve
educational institutions." For example, the offending "T" shirts use
identical or confusingly similar marks. The two major defenses are laches

~amhrestheti~·functionality:~As·far·as·laches·is·concerned·;·the·case·of·the·····_ ·•·· ~ ~ ~~ _ ~ .
University of Pittsburgh v, Champion Products, Inc.," is the most recent- I
ly reported case involving a university. As far as aesthetic functionality is
concerned, a number of cases have treated the point relative to emblematic
goods.o

A trademark infringement suit usually moves very quickly. Normally,
a preliminary injunction is requested, and sometimes even an antecedent
temporary restraining order. The cases frequently do not go past the in- \.
junctive stage. .

If an injunction is awarded, the defendant is stripped of the ability to
use the mark for the time that it takes to reach trial. Though trial may be
expedited, inability to use the mark is usually fatal, and the parties settle
the case.

If an injunction is not granted, very frequently a negotiated settle:
ment will be reached. Damages are very difficult to prove because they
are highly speculative. It is difficult to prove which portion of a
plaintiff's lost profits or defendant's profits are attributable to the mark as
opposed to other money earning ventures. However, the estimation of
reasonable royalties is a common measure of damages.

2. Foreign

As mentioned above, some foreign patent and trademark offices are
merely registration offices. France is an example of a country with such a
procedure. Conflicting marks can and are registered side by side. It takes
a court adjudication to determine who really owns rights on the mark.
Other countries like West Germany are more closely akin to the United
States. In Germany, there is a rigid examination followed by publication
and an opposition procedure. Oppositions are routinely encountered in
countries like West Germany, and mark owners tend to be rather protec
tive. Appeals are made to the appropriate German court.

v. I.C. Food Imports Co .. 213 U.S.P.Q. 594 (T.T.A.B.), aff'd. __ F.2d __ (5th Clr. 1983).
The University of Pittsburgh v, Champion Products, Inc" 529 F. Supp. 464 (v\',D. Pa.), cert.
denied. modified. 666 F.2d 1040 (3d Cir. 1982).
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·H 529 F. Supp. 464 (W.D. Pa. 1982), cert. denied, modified, 686 F.2d 1040 (3d Cir.

1982).
4S See. Pagliero v. Wallace China Co., 198 F.2d 339 (ath Cir. 1952). 95 U.S.P.Q. 45;

International Order of Job's Daughters v. Lindeburg & Co., 633 F.2d 912 (9th Cir. 1980), 208
U.S.P.Q. 718; Vuitton et Fils S.A. v. J. Young Enterprises, Inc .. 644 F.2d 769 {9th Cir.
1981).210 U.S.P.Q. 351; National Football League Properties, Inc. v. vVichita Falls Sports
wear, Inc.. 532 F. Supp. 651 (W.O. Wash. 1982). 215 U.S.P.Q. 175; The Supreme
Assembly, Order of Rainbow for Girls v. J. H. Ray Jewelry Co.. 676 F.2d 1079. See also, In f
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